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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
From mid-July
official documents
States

technical

through August

1986, the consultants studied

and interviewed
specialists

over 40

and

Canadian and United

officers associated with the

work of the Pacific Salmon Commission

as background

for prepar-

ation of the present report dealing with information requirements
of the Canada/United States Treaty on

Pacific Salmon.

report,

required

the

consultants

have

been

to

In their

identify the

technical information needed to:
• Meet the Parties' Treaty obligations.
•

Permit

the

Parties

to

benefit

to

the

maximum extent

possible from the Treaty's provision.
•

Identify

opportunities for

cooperative research and data

sharing between the Parties.
•

Identify any time constraints on information collection.

In addition,
and

Statistics

at its
Committee

some supplementary
made both

September 18-19

in the

requested

views.

meeting, the Research

the consultants to provide

The following

summary covers points

main report and in the consultants' supplemen-

tary submissions.
The Treaty deals with salmon stocks vulnerable to fishing by
both countries

with the

tion, providing for
The Parties
nate

optimum

production

and

equitable sharing.

are required to develop fishing plans and to coordi-

enhancement

objectives.

objectives of preventing over-exploita-

programs

To accomplish

in

a

manner

the latter,
1

consistent

with

the

information is required

for four

broad purposes (arranged below in the temporal order in

which information is generally required).
•

For~casting

and

pre-season

preparation

of

fishing and

enhancement plans;
•

In-season control of fisheries;

•

Post-season measurement of performance;

•

Determination

of

harvesting

and enhancement targets to

achieve the objectives of the Treaty.
Work required for
shorter term

the

first

three

fully

spelled

background documents.
clearly obligatory

out

These

in

the

providing the

on the

basis for

long-term activity

Treaty

Parties and

to be

its associated
type is

usually must be provided
aimed at

setting targets, represents a much more

involving

development

affect productivity.

preserve of

and

aspects are

The more general work

Not

likely to be longer term, they are also
in the

short-term

Provision for information of this

within rather tight time limits.

factors that

tends

than that required to facilitate achievement of the

broad objectives of the Treaty.
rather

purposes

national programs

of

understandings of

only are the activities
likely to
than within

lie much more
the ambit of

cooperative work within the Commission.

Up to
placed on

the present,

by far

the determination

Currently, enumeration

of

the greatest

of the

emphasis has been

rivers of origin of salmon.

escapements

(particularly developing

index systems) is also accorded importance but at a substantially
lower level than stock

"ID"

work.
2

Studies

on

the important

question

of

determining

the

productivity of the stocks remain

almost entirely at a national level.
-

~In

considering the specific informational needs

Commission the
logical needs as
report and

of the

authors examined institutional issues and technowell

as

specific

its appendices

research

discuss these

activities.

The

matters in some detail

and the authors make the following observations and suggestions.
1.

At

the

Commission are
tees.
are

present

time,

focused in

addressed

activities

under the

numerous individual technical commit-

There is no overall
being

research

outline of

and

the research

issues that

no comprehensive cross-species cross-

area, cross-committee review of the adequacy

of present research

efforts.
2.

The Commission

has not

established specific long-term

objectives for its activities and most effort within
sion has

been directed

fishing regimes and

in

the Commis-

to the ad hoc job of implementing annual
preparing

to

negotiate

new short-term

arrangements.
3.

Under such

circumstances it

is premature to develop a

specific long-term plan.
4.
a

Instead it is recommended that the

two~pronged

approach

to

lay

the

Commission undertake

groundwork

for long-term

planning involving:
• Undertaking

a review

summarizing available informa-

tion on the distribution of stocks among fishing areas,
the extent of removals

and
3

the

abundance

of escape-

mentsi such information to be related to the short-term
requirements of the

Treaty

regarding

the elaboration

:and implementation of fishing and enhancement plans.
•

Initiation

of

cooperative

work

to develop a list

options for future long-term management and development
programs and to assess the implication of such programs
with respect to the Treaty.
5.

On the

basis of

information from

the foregoing, long-

term research questions can be identified and planning of a longterm research program planned.
6.

The Research

focus for
review

Statistics

Committee

the research review proposed above.

and

to

provide

research activities
to ensure
nical

and

generally

be the

To facilitate the

better

coordination of

within the Commission, steps should be taken

active participation

Committees

for

should

in

the

of representatives

work

of

of the Tech-

the Research and Statistics

Committee.
7.

Efforts to standardize formats,

data exchange

systems and

to develop computerized

to evaluate the quality of catch data

(coordinated through the Statistics and Research Committee) would
seem worthwhile.
develo~ment

access to

of

An
an

outgrowth of

system

information

standardized catch

these efforts

and effort

which

should be the

allows

for ready

data sets which can be

easily equated to each other.
8.

As part of the review referred

to in

item 4

above, it

would timely for the governments and the Commission to spend some
4

time and effort conducting
nology
view to:

and

of

the

an overall

review of

stock ID tech-

effectiveness of present approaches, with a

• Examining stock ID methods in terms of

their assump-

tions, analytical techniques and sampling systems which
facilitate stock composition estimates.
• Providing background

to

assist

each

government in

making choices in stock ID programsr
•

Identifying

opportunities

for

agencies in the standardization

cooperation between

of

techniques

and in

the development of new techniques;
•

Identifying

situations

where

closer coordination between

there

agencies

in

are needs for
the planning

and conduct of stock ID programs.
•

Identifying

areas in

which stock

ID information is

needed on a priority basis.
9.

Little work is being

done

that

is

directly

aimed at

gaining more precise knowledge of productivity and of the related
subject of the effects of escapement levels on production.
10.

It would

consideration to

seem appropriate
research on

for the

Commission to give

productivity and to seek opportun-

ities for technical cooperation in this field between agencies in
the two

countries.

It might

be useful to convene a meeting of

technical specialists to examine the existing
on

factors

affecting

the

abundance

5

state of knowledge

of salmon and on research

required

to

gain

a

better

understanding

of

the

production

process.
11.

The scientists of the two countries

their efforts

to develop

should consolidate

comparable and improved techniques for

spawning escapement enumerations and

to thoroughly

evaluate the

utility of index system approaches.
12.

It may be of value for scientists in the two countries

to consider cooperative analyses and exchanges of old statistical
data

to

determine

their

utility

for studying productivity of

relevant stocks over the long term.
13.

With respect to current enhancement activity,

an urgent

there is

need to initiate and set in place a system for careful

performance evaluation including
system

the

to

development

priate

information

egies.

Work to determine the reasons for

of

an appro-

assess future enhancement stratsuccess or

failure of

existing facilities and to improve the productivity of artificial
propagation
management

facilities,
and

e.g.

determination

disease

control,

diet,

genetic

of optimum conditions for release

should be expanded.
14.
members

An a8 hoc
and

group

technical

including

specialists

recomme~dations

aimed

exchanges, and

of meetings

at

the Commission should be
such recommendations

some
should

improving

the

of technical

established.

should weigh

6

Commissioners, panel
be convened to make

timing

of information

committees, panels and
Evaluations

leading to

most carefully the trade-offs

between precision

and completeness

of data

on the one hand and

administrative efficiency on the other.
15.

As mentioned above in dealing with

(e.g. stock
that

individual subjects

ID and escapement enumeration), the consultants feel

special

and

standard approaches

urgent

efforts

to reporting

the Commission's research
overall quality

of the

work

should
and use

with

work and

a

be

made

to develop

of techniques for all
view

to

improving the

to resolving remaining differ-

ences between technical specialists of the two sides.
16.

The Commissioners

to "hold

the line"

on spending.

every effort to keep
the

funding

will be

under considerable pressure

Nevertheless, they should make

the respective

requirements

needed

governments fully
to

production commitments subscribed to by
sense,

a

full

ments--either

scoping
natural

aware of

meet the conservation and
the

parties.

In this

of the longer term enhancement requireor

artificial--and

potential

benefits

resulting from such funding should be undertaken.

We doubt there

is enough money in

concerned with

the

PSC

to

fully

the current
meet

national budgets

Treaty

benefits of increased production

obligations
and

that would follow.

7

the

and thus reap the

vital

public support

TECHNICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE CANADA/UNITED STATES TREATY CONCERNING PACIFIC SALMON
-

1.

In January

INTRODUCTION

1985, the

States concluded a

Governments of

comprehensive

Pacific Salmon

Commission (PSC),

the Treaty, is

required

planning and
concern.

to

Pacific

brief,

vulnerable to

the

Salmon

Treaty.

facilitate

management, cooperative

of salmon resources of mutual

Treaty

deals

with

salmon resources

fisheries of both countries with the objectives of

avoiding over exploitation, providing for optimum
for

sharing

of

harvests

so

production and

that each Party receives benefits

equivalent to its own production. The planning and
salmon

The

established under the terms of

enhancement programs

In

Canada and the United

fisheries

and

stocks

Northwest and the resolution

throughout
of

past

much

monitoring of
of

differences

the Pacific
(between the

Parties) in technical interpretations on the origins of salmon in
certain

areas

will

require

extensive

research,

as

well

as

collection, exchange and analysis of statistical material.
The Treaty outlines the general nature and scope of research
and

information

exceptions,

does

required
not

specifiQ investigations

of

the

identify
to

or

be

Parties,

but,

with certain

assign

priorities

undertaken.

Planning

to

the

of such

research is left to the Parties, working cooperatively within the
consultative framework of the new Commission.
The first year and a half of the

Commission's existence has

been a hectic period for officials and private sector advisors on

8

both sides.

The

putting in

Standing Committees,

development

information

exchange

1986 fishing

of

and

procedures

the Annexes

of the

consultation

Treaty for

severely taxed

management agencies involved.
this initial

for

It is

long-term

not surprising, therefore,

period, attention

information

needs

the 1985 and

the capacities of the

has been focused on

administrative and short-term research aspects of
that

and

implementation of the general fishing

seasons have

that during

the Commission's Panels,

technical committees, working parties, sub-

committeesi

plans laid down in

place of

of

the Treaty and

the Commission have been

postponed for later consideration.
After an absence of
deliberations

on

almost

four

Canada/United

years

States

consultants were impressed with the strides
sides

(fishermen,

processors,

research

trators) have made on building trust
framework of

the new

Commission.

from international

salmon

that people
workers

to provide

and

and cooperation

the

on both
adminis-

within the

The consultants would like to

thank the officers of the Commission and members
took time

problems,

of agencies who

their views and advice to the consultants.

The hurried pace of the consultations obviously left many aspects
of research

untouched.

It is

hoped, however, that discussions

begun now will reach fruition in future deliberations

of the new

Commission.
Despite the Commission's concentration on short-term issues,
the Commission recognized a need to initiate planning
term needs

of longer-

for research and information collection and exchange.
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In order to

expedite

planning

in

this

field

without further

burdening the hard-pressed technical staffs of the two countries,
the Commission contracted with Dr. D. L. Alverson

and Dr.

Shepard

of Seattle, to

through

Natural

Resources

Consultants

provide a preliminary appraisal of both

the short

M. P.

and long-term

requirements of the Treaty.
1.1

The Task
The

study

was

initiated

in

meeting between the consultants,
and representatives

of the

list of participants).

late

July

1986 following a

the Executive

Secretary of PSC

two Governments

(See Appendix 1 for

The meeting served to develop a statement

of work and a work schedule, and to identify individuals that the
consultants would

be requested to interview during the course of

their study.

Statement

The

of

Work

to

be

performed

by the

consultants was as follows:
1.

"Review

Pacific

Salmon

Treaty

memorandum of understanding with
tifying the

articles, annexes and
a

technical information

view

toward iden-

needed in the short

and long-term implementation of the Treaty.
2.

Identify the technical information needed to:
A.

Meet the Parties· Treaty obligations.

B.

Permit the Parties to benefit to

the maximum extent

possible from the Treaty·s provision.
C.

Identify opportunities

for cooperative research and

data sharing between the Parties.
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D.

Identify

time

any

constraints

on

information

collection.
The

consultants

Commissioner or

were

required

to

with each

his designee(s), the Co-chair of each panel, and

the Co-chairs of each technical committee.
be submitted

consult

to the

Chair of

Their

the Research

report was to

and Statistics Com-

mittee and to the Executive Secretary by September 12, 1986.
was understood

that a draft report would be submitted subject to

revisions based on suggestions
visions,

along

with

the

from

the

consultants'

results and actions required
carry out

It

by

the

Committee.

Such re-

reflections

on primary

Commission

to effectively

its mandates (Appendices 3 and 4), have been incorpor-

ated into this final report.
Documents reviewed by the

28, 1985

consultants included

Canada/United States Treaty with associated annexes and

memoranda of understanding between
all

the

the January

Commission's

parties and a

number

the

committees,
of

Governments,

sub-committees

historical

documents

reports of
and

working

associated with

negotiation of the Treaty (see Appendix 2).
As

listed

in

Appendix

Seattle, Washington
Olympiai

(July

Washington

1,

11

(August 22).

Juneau, Alaska
The

and

3D),

(July

Vancouver and New Westminster,
(August 13,

interviews were carried out in

B.C.

29

Portland,
(August

(August 21)

consultants reviewed

11

and

1

August
Oregon

12,

and 28),
(July

31,

Nanaimo, B.C.

and Prince Rupert, B.C.
their preliminary report

with the

Research and

Statistics Committee in Richmond, B.C. on

September 18, 1986.
Following this introduction section,

the report

is divided

into four segments.
The following

segment (Section 2) provides the consultants'

interpretation of the information

requirements flowing

from the

Treaty and its associated documents.
Section 3

provides an

account of past research relevant to

the objectives of the present Treaty and a brief characterization
of research

currently under

latter provides an

insight

review by
into

the new Commission.

current

views

The

on information

requirements.
Section

4

attempts

mation required for
short and

to

relate the various types of infor-

implementation

long-term objectives

of

the

of the

Treaty.

this section will undoubtedly appear to
technical

specialists

and

will

Treaty

to specific

The content of

be overly

simplistic to

disappoint those expecting the

report to represent a clear-cut and very specific blueprint for a
future research

program.

such a general approach.

There are two reasons for having taken
The

first

is

lack

of

time;

it is

apparent that with only about a month of working time to complete
the project, about half of which
view

officials,

appraisal of
specialists in

it

the many

was

not

was spent
possible

complex research

both countries.

A

to

travelling to interconduct an in-depth

issues facing technical

second reason for dealing at

the level of generalities was that the consultants
12

were informed

that

they

projects

were
or

projects. -

not

to

expected to comment on individual research

attempt

They

were

to

assess

also

priorities

requested

to

national research-related activities that
viewed as

among existing

avoid discussion of

might not

properly be

falling within the purview of the Commission.

the fact that the presentation in

this section

Despite

is very general,

it is hoped that it will at least provide a checklist which could
serve as a guide for bilateral or internal domestic consideration
of research and information requirements.
The consultants

feel that the efficiency and quality of the

Commission's consideration of research
erable

extent

on

the

deal with the subject;
develop unless

and

good

an orderly

for

research
approach is

within

each

planning

is

unlikely to

developed for appraising
national

section) ongoing

identifying and prioritizing remaining needs.

For this reason, although not required
their Statement

to a consid-

mechanisms the organization developed to

(either collectively or
research

will depend

of Work,

specifically to

do so by

the consultants have given scrutiny to

the question of institutional arrangements within

the Commission

for appraisal and planning of research (Section 5).
Appendix 2

provides historical background on the history of

the nedotiation of
personal views

the

of each

Treaty.

Appendices

3

and

4 provide

of the consultants on important measures

required for effective future planning of research.

13

2.
It

TREATY OBLIGATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INFORMATION
is

evident

from

a

reading

of

the Treaty and of its

supporting documents that both Parties recognize that achievement
of the

objectives of the Treaty and resolution of past conflicts

over levels of interceptions can only be achieved
commitments

by

the

Parties

to

research,

by substantial

data collection and

information exchange.
The importance of research is first noted in the Preamble to
the Treaty

which mentions

the desire of the two Parties"

cooperate in the management, research and

to

enhancement of Pacific

salmon stocks .•• " (emphasis added).
2.1

Basic Principles
The basic principles of the Treaty, as outlined in paragraph

1 of Article III are to:
•

Prevent

over-fishing and

to provide

for optimum produc-

tion; and,
•

Provide

for each

party to receive benefits equivalent to

the production of salmon originating in its rivers.
The ability
clearly

depends

of

the

Parties

on

possessing

to

achieve

these objectives

comprehensive understandings of

factors influencing salmon production coupled with the capability
to

manage

salmon

fisheries

in

a

manner which meets spawning

escapement needs and allocates the harvest
For

stocks

subject

to

the

Treaty,

such

in an

equitable way.

management requires

knowledge of run sizes, stock composition, distribution of stocks

14

among fishing

areas, and

timing and

migration routes of adults

returning through the fishing areas.
Paragtaph 2
Parties

to

of

Article

cooperate

in

The paragraph, however,

III

makes

it

mandatory

for the

management, research and enhancement.

does

not

specify

the

nature

of such

cooperation, although further details regarding these commitments
are spelled out in Articles IV-X.
2.2

Monitoring
Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article IV of

season

monitoring

of

fisheries

the Treaty

to assess whether or not their

conduct had been in conformity with the Treaty.
that article

requires each

Party to

previous year

while paragraph

panels of the Commission

review such

Parqgraph

1 of

provide to the other Party

and to the Commission an annual report of
in the

cover post-

its fishing activities

2 specifies that relevant
reports and

provide their

views to the Commission which, in turn would express its views to
the Party submitting the information.
2.3

Preparation of Fishing Plans
A critical function of the Commission is to

for

planning

of

each

relevant to the Treaty.
the state

act as

a focus

season's fishing activities in fisheries
Paragraph 3 of

Article IV

provides for

of origin to provide preliminary information regarding

salmon runs in the ensuing year including information on:
• The estimated size of the run;
• The spawning escapement required;
• The interrelationship between stocks;
15

• The estimated total allowable
•

Its

(the State

eries in its own
•

catch~

of origin's)

waters~

intentions concerning fish-

and,

Its domestic allocation objectives whenever appropriat€.

On

the

basis

of

information provided by the Parties, the

Commission (after deliberation of

the issues

within its Panels)

is required to recommend "fisheries regimes" (defined as "fishing
limitations and arrangements adopted by the Parties ••• ")
Parties.

On adoption

by both

Parties, each

to the

Party assumes the

obligation to establish and enforce regulations to implement such
regimes.
2.4

Cooperation on Enhancement
Information

exchanges

cooperation in enhancement.

are

also

required

Paragraph 2

with respect to

of Article

V requires

the Parties annually to provide information on:
• Operations of and plans for existing enhancement

projects~

• Plans for new projects; and,
• Views on the other Party's enhancement projects.
Such information

is to be reviewed by the Panels and by the

Commission which makes its views known
also

may

program~

2.5

make

recommendations

to

to the

Parties and which

the Parties regarding their

(paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Article).

Direct Obligations Regarding Research
Article X

support

the

deals

Commission's

specifically
objectives.
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with

research

needs to

With respect to stocks

covered by the Treaty, the

Article

calls

specifically

for the

Parties to conduct research to investigate:
• Migr~tory and exploitation patterns;
•

Productivity;

• Status; and,
•

Extent of interceptions.

Paragraph

2

of

Commission to make

the

Article

makes it permissible for the
"regarding

recommendations

the

conduct and

coordination of research."
Although
research,

Article

the

gathering

agreement.

Thus,
and

is

organization

information

Research

X

the principle article dealing with
of

research

activities

paragraph

Statistics

and

specification of

permeate the remainder of the

17

of

Article

II

Article XII establishes a

Committee.

technical dispute settlement mechanism

while

with

requiring

implementation

of

the

provide "

reports from its

effort

related

and

Treaty.

data

nationals
all

The latter article also

fisheries

statistics

and

current and regular basis
tation

Treaty,

for

.~."

any

Article

and

XIV deals
Party to
of catch,

••. " subject to the

stocks

other

each

vessels

provides for

in order

establishes a

exchanges of "

relevant information on a

to facilitate

the implemen-

of the Treaty.

The emphasis on technical exchanges is further elaborated in
the Memorandum of Understanding between the
significant
sharing"

portion

concerns

of
itself

the

two governments.

A

memorandum under the heading "data

with
17

technical

methodology,

stock

identification,

escapement

stock productivity and
reality,

~he

condensed

~outline

enumeration,

estimation

memorandum

of

treatment

resource

forecasting,

interception
of

"data

rates.

exchange"

In
is

a

of both short and long-term needs.

In addition, the Annexes of the Treaty contain very specific
provisions regarding

information collection,

mation and analyses.

Thus

mittees dealing

Annex

with chinook

4

exchange of infor-

establishes

salmon and

coho salmon (both on a

coast-wide basis), southern chum salmon stocks,
transboundary rivers

of

For

reference

each

Committee,

specifying

conducted.

greatly

Committee,

Committee

to

the

Annex provides

information to be collected and

exchanged and analyses to be
from

and fisheries in

and the northern British Columbia/Southeast

Alaska Boundary Area.
terms

Technical Com-

The
but,

commitments vary
as illustrated in

Tables 1-3, place formidable demands on the Parties.
The Treaty gives separate treatment to fisheries for sockeye
and pink
and for
VIII).

salmon in the Fraser River Convention Area (Article VI)
fisheries for
For

the

all species

Fraser,

an

on the

exchange

Yukon River (Article
of letters between the

Parties dated August 13, 1985 outlines the division
bilities

for

research

and

information

provision

Parties and the Southern Panel of the Commission
Fraser-bound sockeye and pink stocks.
are

required

to

consider

of responsibetween the

with respect to

For the Yukon, the Parties

"co-operative

research

programs,

\

enhancement opportunities and exchanges of biological data."
2.6

Functional Information Categories
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From

the

functional

foregoing

purposes

reporting :fall

array

of

of

research

information
into

roughly

four

commitments,

collection,

analysis

the
and

categories (arranged in the

temporal order in which information is generally required):
• Forecasting and pre-season
(particularly paragraph
mation

that

will

be

3 of

preparation

of

fishing plans

Article IV which prescribes infor-

exchanged

prior

to

development

by the

Commission of agreed fishery regimes and paragraph 2 of Article V
which

requires

exchange

of

planning

information

related

to

enhancement);
•
tailor

In-season
fishing

control of
effort

fisheries.

during

fishing

Information required to
seasons

to agreed-upon

levels of catch or effort;
•

Post-season

measurement

exchanged between the
permit

assessment

of

Parties
the

of

performance.

and

the

extent

to

Information

Commission
which

required to

activities of the

Parties (with respect to both fishing and enhancement)
conducted

in

accordance

paragraphs 2 and 3 of

with

Article

the
IV

terms
and

have been

of the Treaty (e.g.,

paragraphs

3

and

4 of

Article V; and,
•

Establishment

of

harvesting

and enhancement targets to

achieve_the objectives of the Treaty as outlined
namely prevention

in Article III,

of over-fishing, provision for optimum produc-

tion and equitable division of benefits.
Work required to serve the first three functions tends to be
shorter term than required to facilitate achievement of the broad
19

objectives of the Treaty.
of information

on run

To a considerable extent the provision

expectations and post-season reporting of

harvests ift different fisheries
the Treaty

and its

is rather

associated background

point of view, provision of information
obligatory on
provided

the Parties

within

harvest and

fully spelled

rather

and such
tight

determination of

documents.

of this

out in

From this

type is clearly

information usually must be

time

limits.

the rivers

Measurements of

of origin are the most

important data required for these short-term purposes.
In general, the fourth
setting

targets,

represents

Establishing appropriate
exploitation

and

development

of

productivity;

function, determining

to

a

much

conservation
promote

of

factors

abundance

resultant returns, environmental limitations,
productivity
endeavour
associated

clearly

than

the

with

represent
collection

the

term,

they

are

much

and

development

seasonal fishing plans.
longer

a

more

analysis

and

to

avoid over-

utilization"

basic

between

long-term activity.

measures

"optimum

understandings
relationships

more

the basis for

requires

that

effect

of spawners and

etc.

Studies of

complex field of
of

information

monitoring of short-term

Not only are the activities likely to be
also

preserve of national programs

likely

to

than within

lie

much more in the

the ambit

of cooper-

ative work within the Commission.

thus, although certain aspects

of their

subject

determinations

settlement under

may

Article XII

alone has the responsibility

be

to

technical dispute

of the Treaty, the State of origin
for setting
20

escapement targets and

for

the

conduct

of

enhancement

on

all rivers other than the

Transboundary Rivers where the responsibility is
also evident

that concepts

differ between the Parties
economic

and

social

shared.

It is

of "optimization" are very likely to
because

objectives

of

national

differences in

and in administrative systems.

These factors create uncertainty with respect to the

extent that

such long-term research related to the productivity of the stocks
should be considered as

an appropriate

function for cooperation

within the new Commission.
With the

foregoing general

the report briefly summarizes

background, the next section of

past research

to the implementation of the Treaty.

activities relevant

The section following gives

detailed consideration to the individual elements
that are

required to

of information

meet the needs of the four types of activ-

ities listed above.
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3.

PAST AND CURRENT RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
RELATED TO THE TREATY

3.1

Pre-Tieaty Activities
In negotiating

research findings
agencies

in

the Treaty the Parties depended on a body of
that had

both

by national research

countries,

the

International Pacific Salmon

(IPSFC),

the

International

Fisheries Commission
Fisheries

been developed

commission

(INPFC),

and

North Pacific

more informally through the

Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission (PMFC).

Information result-

ing

(e.g.,

from

bilateral

research

arrangements

recovery programs in the northern British

tagging and

Columbia and southeast

Alaska area over the past five years) also aided the negotiators.
Information

concerned

interceptions of
fishermen of

salmon

with

bound

the
for

identify
rivers

and quantity of

of

one

country by

the other was an important element in the evolution

of the Treaty.

Thus data

concerned with

catches in

key areas

where interceptions occurred and on the origin of salmon found in
those areas was a central

issue

in

developing

initial fishing

regimes.
Stock

identification

and

levels

major research interest to

the

negotiating

important

sockeye

runs

of

the

of interceptions were of

Fraser,

Parties.

beginning in the late

1930's, the IPSFC conducted tagging and studies of
teristics to

determine the

migration patterns

scale charac-

of the different

races of sockeye passing through the Fraser convention
recent years,

For the

area.

In

through cooperation between the IPSFC and national
22

authorities, the scale studies were extended to include Johnstone
Strait, troll

fishing areas

off the

outer net rishing areas in northern
east

Alaska.

These

British Columbia coast and
British Columbia

and south-

studies greatly improved knowledge of the

contribution of individual stocks to the fisheries of the region.
With respect to chinook
tagging

experiments

and

coho

salmon,

conducted

were

in

sporadic marine

British

Washington and Alaska from the 1920's through the

Columbia,

1950's.

These

experiments revealed extensive intermingling of United States and
Canadian

chinooks

Columbia and

along

the

coasts

Southeast Alaska,

of

as well

Washington,

British

as significant but less

extensive intermingling of coho.
In the
management

1940's

through

programs,

chums in other

areas

Important studies

the

1960's,

both

countries

than

on

included:

the

as

part

of domestic

tagged sockeye, pinks and
approaches

to

the Fraser.

(a) taggings of pinks and chums in

Johnstone Strait (1945 and 1953), (b) sockeye and pink salmon off
the west

coast of Prince of Wales Island (1957 and 1958), (c) at

the entrance to Portland Canal and off the mouth of the Skeena in
1957 and

1958, (d)

movements of

coho salmon at the entrance to

the Strait of Juan de Fuca in 1958,
escapement

survey

conducted

of

Fisheries

in

of all

and

Game

between
and

IPSFC,

the Canadian

waters throughout southern British

Columbia and northern Washington
Canadian tagging

comprehensive tagging

cooperatively

Washington State Department of Fish
Department

(e) a

in

species of
23

1959

and

1961

and

(f) a

salmon in Dixon Entrance in

1967 and 1968.

provided a

These studies

the migrating

patterns of

general perspective of

many important

stocks from southeast

Alaska southward to northern Puget Sound.
Mainly
program,

during

the

Canadian,

1960's

Japanese

through

and

a

cooperative

United States scientists con-

ducted extensive studies of the high seas distribution
throughout

the

North

Pacific.

patterns and

of salmon

This work, including tagging,

studies of parasite infestation, counts and
parts, scale

INPFC

measurements of body

protein chemistry yielded information

on the offshore distribution'of salmon that provided insight into
migratory movements

of stocks subject to interception by foreign

fishermen as well as Canadian and United States fishermen.
With the growth of hatchery programs in the United States in
the

1960's,

fishery

agencies

marking large numbers of
Coupled with
aimed

sampling of

mainly

at

in

young

fish

with

assessing

Canadian

northwest

through

states began

removal

of fins.

major fishing areas, the programs were
the

hatchery fish to the fisheries.
PMFC

the

survival

and

contribution of

The work was coordinated through

participation

being

provided

through

an

"informal" Canada/United States Committee on Chinook and Coho.
By the early 1970's, tagging young fish through implantation
of coded-wire tags supplanted
Work in

this field

tutes one of the
migration of
United States

the earlier

has expanded

major tools

fin marking programs.

over the years and now consti-

for evaluating

the production and

fish produced in enhancement facilities in both the
and Canada.

The
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planning and

conduct of coded-

wire tagging

programs is

presently a

major topic for consider-

ation by the new Commission.
In adqition to coded-wire
and racial

tagging, marine

studies involving

generic electrophoretic

evaluations of

techniques

has

tagging programs
scale patterns and

been

developed

by the

scientists of both countries to improve the basis for determining
the origin of salmon in the fisheries.
In the late 1960's, in order to overcome
itive international

fishing for salmon (see Appendix 2), the two

governments began to
comprehensive
ceptions.

explore

coast-wide
As

a

increasing compet-

the

possibility

agreement

possible

basis

to
for

of

control
an

developing a
salmon

inter-

understanding, they

considered agreeing to limit intercepting fisheries on both sides
in a manner that would result in the total value of interceptions
on the

two sides

being equal.

In order to examine this possi-

bility, in 1970 they established a Technical Committee
Interceptions

to

attempt

to

develop

agreed

on Salmon

estimates of the

number and weights of salmon intercepted in fisheries on a coastwide basis.
Scientists
information

of

that

prepared annual
not able

the
had

been

reports on

to agree

reports therefore

countries
collected

for all

list independent
was

provided an

reviewed
from

their findings.

on estimates

the fact that unanimity
mittee's work

two

not

to

mass

of

1978 and

The two sides were

fisheries and national

estimates by
achieved,

insight into
25

1970

the

the

each.

Despite

Technical Com-

the problems of quanti-

fying contributions of salmon stocks of the two

countries to the

various

in

fisheries

and

for

identifying

gaps

knowledge of

migrations;and interceptions.
The estimates for interceptions of Fraser-bound
pinks (species

covered by

generally identical.
number of
in

IPSFC) by the two sides were

Estimates were also relatively close

other fisheries

southern

the old

sockeye and

British

for a

(e.g. for most fisheries for chinooks

Columbia

and

Washington).

Particular

difficulties were encountered deriving interception estimates for
a number

of

fisheries

British Columbia

in

area.

the

southeast

Alaska

and northern

The persistence of these differences led

the governments to develop cooperative tagging

programs in these

areas beginning in 1982.
In 1970,

the two

Valuations with

governments formed

the objective

of developing

became

common methods for

The Committee was short-

placing values on salmon interceptions.
lived, however, when it

a Committee on Salmon

apparent

that

widely different

approaches to valuation on the two sides could not be reconciled.
Other
time.

technical

groups

were

formed from time to

For example, in 1981, a committee was formed

information on
in the

working

~outheast

to summarize

salmon stocks originating in transboundary rivers
Alaska/northern British Columbia

area.

In the

early 1980's, an informal technical group was formed to summarize
coast-wide information on chinook
needed to rebuild them.
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stocks,

and

on

the measures

With the

exception of chinook where technical staff cooper-

atively documented the deleterious
the

stocki,

virtually

all

the

governments as

background

concerned with

determining the

important question of the
purely

national

for

been extensive.

information
development
origin of

productivity of

level.

Even

define productivity and

changes that

factors

had occurred in
considered by the

of

the

salmon.

Treaty was
Work on the

stocks remained

at a

at a national level, efforts to
affecting

production

have not

In recent years, fisheries administrations have

typically been concerned with allocation problems

and/or work on

development

much

efforts have

of

enhancement

technology.

been concentrated

Thus

on short-term

of their

studies to better

define migration routes, to estimate harvest rates and to develop
better means for timely monitoring of fisheries.
3.2

Research Currently Considered by the Treaty
The reports of the Commission's various technical committees

provide

a

convenient

account of research activities considered

relevant at the present time.
3.2.1
The

Chinook salmon
Chinook

development

of

Salmon
a

stock

Committee's
rebuilding

report

focused

on

the

plan, a key element in the

negotiation of the Treaty.
The approach taken by the Committee in recommending elements
of the rebuilding plan to the Cownission has been identified by a
number of indicator stocks whose
measure progress

performance

could

be

used to

towards achieving the general objectives of the
27

plan.

As outlined in the 1986 committee

report, " ••• escapement

indicator stocks will be the primary means to assess •.• progress
but

escapement

itself

does

present abundance of a stock.

not

adequately

describe the

Exploitation rate indicator stocks

are the tool which will be used to

analyze the

effects of ocean

management actions and in association with escapement indices can
be used to estimate stock abundance."
The Committee consiners two important criteria for measuring
progress

towards

achieving

sustainable

yield;

the

escapements

compared

the

levels

to

long-term objective of maximum
of

indicator

ments and
fisheries.

concerned with

data

on

the

spawning

established goals and continued evalu-

ation of the escapement goals themselves.
are therefore

stock

Key

information neens

the abundance of indicator escape-

contributions

Coden-wire tagging

of

has been

such

stocks

to the

the principal means of

identifying indicator stock fish in the fisheries.

Many of these

stocks are either hatchery runs or runs passing through dams on a
seasonal basis.
The Committee is concerned
currently used

with

the

representativeness of

indicator stocks and expects to be able to expand

the number of stocks included in the future.

Inclusion

of more

natural stocks

in the indicator list poses serious challenges in

development of

methodology

for

estimating

escapements

and in

identifying fish from the selected stocks in the fisheries.
Selection of

appropriate escapement targets is an important

concern of the Committee.

As

its report
28

notes, the escapement

targets established for the current plan were preliminary, and in
many cases represented "
interim targets
period."
goals

are

underestimates because

given severely

they reflect

depressed status during the base

Thus, means of establishing more appropriate escapement
an

evident

long-term

affecting the basic productivity

need;
of the

information on factors
stocks is

also needed.

As the Committee's report noted:
"Evaluations should
above

specific

escapement

involve measuring escapements sustained

targets,

goal

targets

harvest, and definition
The rebuilding

assessment
in
of

of

the

harvest

program provides

distribution patterns.

an opportunity to estimate

chinook stocks

mine

sustain

strategies

to

and escapement

and to deter-

maximum

conduct these evaluations a commitment to
for tagging

of

providing maximum sustainable

the production potential from
harvest

accuracy

enumeration in

yields.

To

long-term support
index stocks is

required, and a recognition that escapements must be allowed
to vary for evaluation of production response."
The Committee was unable " ••• to carefully address recommendations for research."
that"

the

The group did however indicate its belief

establishment

of

indicator stock programs must

receive high priority."
3 • 2.2

Coho salmon

Because the spawning stocks are so broadly distributed among
literally thousands

of small streams, because spawning generally

takes place late in the season when water levels are high, making
29

observation

difficult,

and

because

relatively little work has

been done to identify the origin of fish taken in

the fisheries,

meeting treaty information requirements for coho is an especially
difficult task.
The first report of the Coho Technical Committee provides an
excellent

review

of

the

approach of technical
Panel.

conduct

questions

However, reflecting

of

relevant

posed

to

the paucity

stock abundance and migrations, a major
report was

it

fisheries
by

and

the Southern

of information on coho
part of

the Committee's

directed to defining research needs (a requirement in

the Committee's terms of reference).

The recommendations called

for:
•

Improvement of spawning escapement estimation techniques;

• Determination of wild stock productivity;
•

Determination

of

stock

composition

for

fisheries

of

concern;
• Establishment of an indicator stock program;
• Development and improvement

of

run

strength forecasting

and estimation techniques;
• Simulation model development.
The Committee's

analysis of research requirements outlining

the applicability of the information to be collected, the current
state of

knowledge, research in progress and brief specification

of the needs, provides a useful

perspective of

term information needs.
4.2.3

Northern boundary fisheries
30

short and longer

In addition to reviewing the status of relevant fisheries in
the boundary
provided

~

area,

the

Northern

Boundary

Technical Committee

progress report on research in the northern area.

The

.
research section of the report covers
sive

cooperative

tagging

sockeye and pink salmon
studies

of

programs

during

biological

the results
that

had been conducted on

1982-1984,

markers

of the exten-

(scale,

and

the

results of

electrophoretic

and

parasitic characteristics).
The report, which assesses the adequacy

of present research

programs but makes no recommendations, indicates that:
• For

sockeye, extensive

the recent tagging programs.
in

combinations)

have

background has been obtained from
Biological markers (preferably used

shown

considerable

promise

for

stock

identification.
•

For pinks, tagging remains

identifying stocks;
of pink

the

annual variations

interceptions desirable.

escapements are

only

reliable

means for

make continued monitoring

Improved

needed, particularly

means of estimating

in the

many small streams

whose aggregate contribution to the fisheries is large.
•

For

scientists

chum
in

salmon,

both

countries

available for some enhanced
is planned

electrophoretic

for 1987;

are

being

techniques

used

by

tested; CWT data are

stocks; an

expanded tagging program

improvements are

being made in escapement

procedures.
The

Northern

regional chinook

Boundary
and coho

Committee

gives

consideration

to

stocks supplementary to that given by
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the chinook and coho committees.

For coho, the Northern Boundary

Committee report re-emphasized the need for techniques for separating stoCKS and for estimating escapements.
that a pilot study

be

undertaken

phoretic characteristics

on

Canada has

launched a

scale

and parasite

study for chinook salmon is called

The report suggests
patterns, electro-

content.

for.

A similar pilot

The report

notes that

key stream escapement enumeration program

for both chinook and coho.
3.2.4

Transboundary fisheries

The first report of
contains an

extensive review

boundary stocks.
separating

out

been

sockeye

useful

as

of

of progress

Technical Committee
in research on trans-

of Stikine

Alaskan, Canadian transboundary and

Age composition
in-season

Parasite content studies were
CWT studies

Transboundary

Scale and parasite studies have been useful for

Canadian coastal origin.
have

the

and egg

diameter data

indicators of areas of origin.

being

conducted

on

coho salmon.

chinook provided improved information on

the exploitation of some spring chinook runs in that river and on
chinooks originating in the Taku.

Technical personnel in the two

countries were cooperating in escapement studies, including a tag
and recapture program on the Taku.
In;discussing

enhancement opportunities,

the report empha-

sized the need for inventories of spawning and rearing areas.
3.2.5

Statistics and Research Committee

The Commission's Standing Committee on Research
tics held

its inaugural

meeting in
32

and Statis-

May 1986 and developed

its

terms of reference.
Committee decided
information needs;
result of

With
to seek

Commission by

to

research

planning, the

consultancy assistance in identifying

the present

this decision.

overview plan for

respect

consultancy was

launched as the

The Committee also recommended that an

research

be

September 1986

developed

for

approval

by the

and that a standardized evaluation

format be developed for reviewing ongoing programs "for relevance
to Canada/United States Treaty issues."
3.2.6

Technical Committee on Data Sharing

The Memorandum

of Understanding

that accompanied signature

of the Treaty established a working group to review the extensive
coded-wire

tagging

and

recovery

agencies in both countries.
under the

A

program

being

data sharing

conducted

by

committee (working

umbrella of the Statistics and Research Committee) met

at the end of April, 1986, to begin
groups, one

dealing with

its work.

Separate working

mark recovery data bases and the other

with mark recovery analytical methodology were

established.

former group

a common data set

identified the

establishment of

and of a set of protocols and standards
as being

immediate needs.

for handling

The

data input

The second group plans to concentrate

on developing "parameters to be estimated, estimating procedures,
how

to,

estimate

variances

about the estimates and statistical

tests to compare the estimates."
The Committee is required to submit a final
1, 1987.
3.2.7

Assessment
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report by April

From the foregoing, it is apparent that stock identification
is accorded by far the greatest
conduct

of~

research in

escapements

priority by

support of

(particularly

the Parties

the Treaty.

developing

index

in the

Enumeration of

systems)

was-also

accorded importance but at a substantially lower level than stock
"10" work.

but

was

Work on basic productivity was
not

being

featured

recognized as

a need

significantly in current research

programs under review by the Commission.
3.3

National Research Programs Not Considered by the Commission
In the short time available to them,- the consultants did not

have

the

opportunity

to

review salmon research programs being

conducted by national agencies on both sides which were not being
considered by

the Commission.

Some

such activities could well

have relevance to the Commission's objectives, particularly those
related

to

the

assessment

of productivity.

related to the effects of lake fertilization on

For example, work
production could

have important implications for future cooperative activities and
for learning more about factors limiting production under natural
conditions
targets.

as

background

This subject

is

for setting escapement and production
given

final section of the report.
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further

consideration

in the

4.
It will

be recalled

that information
for

four

SPECIFIC INFORMATION NEEDS
that, in

for implementation

general

purposes.

and

post-season

activities.

Work

specifically
Treaty

and

its

and

determination of

provide

for

rather

optimum

comprised the

of fishing and enhancement
the

fully

documents.

harvesting and

with the Treaty obligations

three

pre-season planning, in-season

towards

associated

it was concluded

Treaty was required

first

monitoring

directed

mandated

of the

The

relatively short-term purposes of
control

Section 3,

latter

purposes

is

elaborated within the
The

fourth

purpose,

enhancement targets (associated

to prevent

production)

over-exploitation and to

tended to be of a longer-term

nature and not as clearly and precisely specified in the Treaty.
The

previous

greatest part

section

of the

of

report

the

needs

that the

of

the

first three,

The present Section attempts to outline the

types of information and/or research
four purposes.

revealed

research effort expended by the Parties in

the past is devoted to meeting
short-term purposes.

this

that

is

required

for all

As is noted below, many types of information may

be required to meet the needs of more than one purpose.
It is perhaps easiest to relate individual types
the purposes
matrix.

for which

they are

required by

Table 4 (included at the end

an attempt in this direction.

construction of a
report) represents

Each column of the table indicates

the types of data required to meet the
the four

of the

of data to

Treaty needs

for each of

purposes listed in the first paragraph above.
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Each row

specifies a type of data (e.g.,
The

specific

functional~

information

categories,

influencing

resource

availability and
artificial and

measurements of

needs

have

information
abundance,

they are

on

on

on enhancement.

been

required

and

divided

harvesting,

These

on factors

divisions are somewhat

not mutually exclusive.

the

into four

factors affecting resource

nevertheless provides a basic checklist.
mation

harvest, etc.).

relevance

The

of

The tabulation
types

of infor-

each to the four basic

purposes identified within the Treaty is discussed below.
4.1

Harvesting
Measures of removals (numbers

4.1.1

of

fish

by species,

areas and times)
Measures of
the

Treaty

required

the gross

represent

for

its

the

harvest of
single-most

implementation.

fisheries by the Parties

(commercial,

tence)

stages

in

the

initial

salmon stocks covered by

of

important

to

establishing

agreed

specified in Annex 4 of the
of the

target
Treaty.

of data

With respect to conduct of
recreational
the

and subsis-

Treaty, past levels of

catches in intercepting fisheries or complexes
key

set

levels

of fisheries were
for

the fisheries

Monitoring the performance

Parties during the first two years of the Treaty in large

measure' has involved the comparison of
of number

of fish)

(in terms

with target levels established in Annex 4 of

the Treaty.

Records

and

therefore

season

actual catches

of gross
are

catches by

species, areas, gears

an essential part of forecasting and

pre-season planning for the control of fishing under agreed terms
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as well

as for

post-season assessment of the performance of the

Parties in meeting their obligations under the Treaty.
Catch~s

(apportioned among the

fisheries), are

of course

stocks

the basic

contributing

to the

measure of productivity of

the stocks and of the contributions of each country to

the total

production of salmon covered by the Treaty.
Since
countries

the

1950's,

have

fisheries

developed

management

comprehensive

agencies in both

statistical

systems

providing breakdown of catch by species, areas and times, attuned
to the management systems
pleteness and

in

accuracy of

place

in

each

area.

catch information has improved stead-

ily.

Minor adjustments are being made in the systems

area

breakdowns

consistent

monitoring and control
fishing area

of

with

Treaty

intercepting

salmon were

Greater attention is

completeness and
such data.

fisheries

in which

For

the Canadian

Alaska-bound pink

targeting

fisheries

or

given

to

recreational and

For some areas, problems exist in ensuring

Measurements
on

incidental

trawls

being

timeliness in

fisheri~s

in

requirements.

found to be abundant at certain times of the fishing

subsistence catches.

groups

to provide

on the approach to the Naas River has, for example,

been subdivided to create a sub-area

season.

The com-

are

the preparation

and exchange of

of mortality among salmon discarded in
other

fish

catches
becoming

"shakes")

in troll

of prohibited species or size
increasingly

element in estimating total removals.
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(e.g.

important

as an

Despite

the

latter

difficulties,

appropriate current catch statistics
been generally
facilitating
problems

satisfactory.
the

to

meet

exchange

differences

in

of

the

standardized systems

between computers.
been impacted

Treaty

needs has

information.

format

information (particularly the designation
lack of

in developing

Nevertheless, problems do exist in

effective

include

progress

of

Such

for recording of
time

periods) and

for direct exchange of information

The quality of catch statistics may have also

by changes

in commercial accounting systems, e.g.

numbers of fish versus pounds.
develop computerized

Efforts to

data exchange

standardize formats,

systems and

to evaluate the

quality of catch data (perhaps coordinated through the Statistics
and Research

Committee) would

seem worthwhile.

these efforts should be the development of an
which allows

for ready

access to

An outgrowth of

information system

standardized catch and effort

data or data sets which can be easily equated to each other.

4•1•2

Stock identification

As pointed out
Parties

have

in

placed

earlier
high

sections

of

the

report, both

priority on research to identify the

national origins of salmon taken in the fisheries and by
greatest part

of the

Treaty-oriented research

far the

programs in both

countries are associated with this goal.
As outlined in Section 3,
rapid

progress

in

this

marine tagging programs,
studies

of

biological

there

field

in

coded-wire

has

been

substantial and

recent years resulting from
tagging

of

juveniles, and

markers (e.g. electrophoretic, scale and
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parasite characteristics).

Proposals

for expanded

work in this

field are numerous.
-

Stock

ID

work

demands

a

high

cooperation since in most cases
done

in

both

countries

degree

collection

simultaneously.

integration of such studies

can greatly

ness.

the

During

interviews

of

of

international

samples

Improper planning and
reduce their effective-

consultants

were

informed

instances where CWT taggings were being conducted in
of which

the other

country was

must be

of

one country

not aware and was therefore not

making provisions for recovery.

Closely

coordinated planning is

obviously needed.
With

the

profusion

of

methodologies and needs for appli-

cation, demands for stock ID work
Approaches

between

different

far exceed

laboratories using the same tech-

niques sometimes differ, tending to create
sometimes lack

available funding.

misunderstandings and

of confidence in the use of such techniques.

The

techniques vary in their utility and cost effectiveness depending
on circumstances.

Application

of coded-wire

sampling programs covering all major fishing
stocks contribute

are useful

individual stocks

to complexes

exploitation

rates

on

tags coupled with
areas to

which the

for estimating the contribution of
of fisheries

various

stocks.

and for estimating
On

the

other hand,

biological marking studies, based on comparison of fish
individual fishing

areas with

origin, are useful

for

fishing areas

taken in

sets of standards from streams of

partitioning

between contributing
39

aggregate
stocks.

catches

in the

To achieve the same

result using

CWT's would require tagging all stocks contributing

to the fishery.
discusses

The

~uch

report

of

differences in

the

Coho

Technical Committee

the utility

and applicability of

various techniques.
Because of the great importance placed on stock
limited research
are continually
available.
arise

funding, the two governments and the Commission
faced

with

making

selections

between options

The problem is compounded by the fact that proposals

piecemeal

on

a

species-by-species,

technique-by-technique basis.

Such

the Commission's five technical
the

ID work and

Southern

Panel.

Stock

area-by-area

and

proposals come from each of

committees

and

participants in

ID work is also considered by the

Research and Statistics and Data Sharing Committees as well.
In view of this
governments

and

the

situation

it

Commission

conducting an overall review

would
to

of stock

seem

timely

for the

spend some time and effort
ID technology

and of the

effectiveness of present approaches, with a view to:
• Examining

stock ID methods in terms of their assumptions,

analytical techniques

and

sampling

systems

which

drive stock

composition estimates;
• Providing

background to

assist each government in making

choices.in stock ID programs;
•
in the

Identifying opportunities for.cooperation between agencies
standardization of

techniques and

new techniques;
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in the development of

•

Identifying

coordination

between

agencies

in

there are
the

needs for closer

planning and conduct of

p~ograms;

stock ID
•

situations where

Identifying areas in which stock ID information

is needed

on a priority basis.
With respect

to the last point, the consultants note a wide

disparity in available information

and

between species

example, stock ID information

and stocks.

for sockeye is relatively
past

efforts

by

For

on

investigative effort

comprehensive as

IPSFC

in

the

south

the result

and by major efforts by

agencies of the two governments in the north.
knowledge

of

the

abysmally weak.
species or

stocks pose

their

of

On the other hand,

cohos in fisheries everywhere is

Such differences arise particularly because some

because of past
within

origins

of major

more difficulties than others and partly

priorities
own

established

programs.

by

government agencies

The overall review proposed above

should include considerations of weighting priorities taking into
account the

importance of

the stocks in question in the context

of Treaty implementation.
4.1.3

Age information

Information (usually determined by examination of scales) on
the age. of salmon

caught is not required for short-term control

of fisheries to meet Treaty Obligations.
to

measure

the

productivity

of

the

It

is however required

stocks

(since the total

contribution of

each year's

spawning to

estimating

numbers

fish returning at different ages in

the

of
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the fisheries requires

subsequent years).

Age

data

is

also

important

to abundance

forecasting techniques.
Both countries sample catches for age determinations but the
consultants did not have an opportunity to assess the adequacy of
the program presently underway.
4.1.4

Effort

Effort data

are also not essential for short-term implemen-

tation of the Treaty.
in

assessing

the

However, data on catch/effort are of value

availability

of

the

stocks

to fishing and

therefore useful in interpreting the significance of fluctuations
in catches

and in-season abundance measures.

exceeds or fails to
data can

attain specified

help determine

Thus, if a fishery

targets, catch

per effort

whether such deviations were the result

of changes in fish availability or of the

effects of

the magni-

tude of fishing effort or management measures applied.
All

management

agencies

keep comprehensive records of the

numbers of vessels fishing and of the duration
As in

of their fishing.

the case of age composition data, however, the consultants

did not have the opportunity to

assess the

adequacy of existing

programs.
4.2

Factors Affecting Abundance
Intormation on

factors affecting the abundance of salmon is

required mainly to meet
Treaty, namely,
production."

the

first

principal

objective

of the

"to prevent over-fishing and provide for optimum

Essentially, work

required to
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provide information

in

this

field

involves

the measurement of productivity and of

physical and biological attributes affecting productivity.
It is:beyond the purview
discuss

extensively

the

of

content

the

present

of

programs

required to meet Treaty commitments associated
of productivity.
such areas

of

freshwater

and

As

outlined in

inquiry
marine

as

the

Table 4,
production

brief

report to

that

would

be

with the question
these would include
limitations

in the

habitats, freshwater and marine environ-

mental competition, etc.
For present purposes,

to

initiate

discussion,

broader perspective would seem desirable.

a somewhat

The tools available to

the Parties to avoid over-exploitation and to optimize production
are

first,

the

control

(direct and indirect) to
spawning escapements

of

fishing and/or fishing mortalities

provide desired

levels and

quality of

(taking into account the timing of spawning

runs and their distribution on the spawning grounds)

and second,

altering

the

to increase

survival

(enhancement).

levels first
ship

and foremost

between

magnitude

freshwater

of

the

environmental
Establishing

conditions
appropriate

escapement

requires information on the relation-

abundance

of

the

spawning

stocks

and the

resultant returns-stock/recruitment relationships.

Information on the relationship between density of spawners or of
young fish

and the

capacity of

the habitat to support them can

provide supplementary information to explain or

qualify findings

resulting from gross measurements of spawners and returns.
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With

respect

to

enhancement,

information

support technological development and

also to

is required to

assess the conse-

quences of. environmental manipulation with relation to where and
when and in what quantities fish will be produced and
that such

additions have

of vital

importance in

efforts

to

on existing runs.
arraying options

increase

Specific discussion

of

production

Such information is

for future cooperative

through

enhancement

the impact

artificial

activities

is

means.

included in

Section 4.4 below.
At

present

management

of

involves the establishment of
turing of

fisheries to

often been

in

both

escapement targets

provide exploitation

permit achievement of such
goals has

fisheries

targets.

a pragmatic

countries

and the struc-

patterns that will

The setting

of escapement

exercise rarely based on firm

information of spawner/recruit relationships or on other measures
related

to

potential

productivity.

Rules

of

thumb such as

average densities of spawners per unit area of available spawning
ground, or

achievement of

to have occurred at
high, are

escapement levels that were estimated

some time

often used.

To

in the

production was

the consultants' knowledge, however,

with a few exceptions, there is
directli aimed

past when

little work

being done

that is

at gaining more precise knowledge of productivity

and of the related subject of the effects of escapement levels on
production.
The foregoing
currently underway.

appraisal is not meant as a criticism of work
It is understandable
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that urgent short-term

needs to

define migration

patterns of salmon, to identify their

origins, and to measure run contributions
to assemble

to fisheries

and implement agreed upon seasonal fishing plans has

taxed the technical resources of both sides.
in

Table

in order

4,

much

of

the

information

Also, as indicated

(e.g. contributions of

individual stocks to fisheries) required to meet short-term goals
is

also

needed

for

longer

term

studies.

It is also under-

standable that administrators establish escapement targets on the
best information

available and

that such

targets are therefore

often "guesstimates."

As outlined in

the report

Technical

however,

targets

Committee,

such

of the Chinook

must be viewed as

interim objectives.
Indeed, there is little
currently

selected

production."

undoubtedly

be

those

that

escapement targets

that will result in "optimum

Considerations leading to this view include:

• For many
levels of

may

certainty

stocks

(e.g.

those

of

the

Fraser), historic

production were much higher than they are now and were
achieved

with

lower

levels

of

exploitation; had

modern-day rates of exploitation been applied, catches would have
been even higher.

Thus, the potential levels

substantially higher
such higher

levels

than now
were

of catch

could be

realized and, in all probability,

provided

in

the

past

by permitting

escapements substantially higher than those existing today •
• Current

management practices,

which often aim to provide

constant escapements, limit the variability of escapement levels.
Thus, observable spawner/return relationships are restricted to a
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relatively narrow

range of

spawner abundance and therefore tend

to be of limited value in assessing the consequences of providing
substantially larger or smaller escapements.
•

Because

of

technical

difficulties,

estimates

o~

the

abundance of spawners are incomplete and inaccurate.
Whereas it is recognized that greater effort on
term

problems

has

been

necessary during the Treaty's start-up

period, continued concentration on
the

span

of

information

such programs

required

increases in long-term production.
technical

needs

would

to

on both

anticipated that
increased

fish

needs become
endorsed by

the new

international agreement

an essential

Thus

two

industries and

would lead to

the longer term information

ingredient in

Parties.
the

the fishing

endorsed the Treaty formulation,

production.

strongly feel that

bring about substantial

leave the Commission with "half-a-Ioaf."

sides who

the two

will not yield

Hence, meeting the short-term

It is clear that the Treaty text and
other users

more short-

In this
governments

meeting the principles
regard, the consultants
should

devote greater

efforts to the study of productivity.
In consultations

with participants, the point was made that

under the Treaty, the state of
setting

the

originating
escapement

management
in

its

goals.

porting studies of
falling within

origin has

objectives

waters,

including

Consequently,
productivity

the purview

for

are

of the
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the responsibility of
fisheries
the

on

stocks

establishment

of

if one takes this view, supa

national responsibility

Commission only in a limited

way.

The role of the Commission in

the conduct

of productivity

studies would thus be similarly limited.
Neveitheless,

in

benefits of the new
technical

the

consultants'

Treaty

capabilities

would

of

the

view, one of the major

seem
two

to

make

countries

available the
to enrich their

aggregate competence in order to meet common problems.
therefore

seem

two sides

in planning

permitting

both

desirable

to

It would

to facilitate cooperation between the

and conducting
better

define

fundamental studies, thus
the productive potential of

their resources and to ultimately increase production.
To this end it would seem appropriate for
give

consideration

to

research

opportunities for technical
agencies in

the two

future for the

on

Commission

productivity

cooperation

countries.
to

the Commission to

in

this

and

to seek

field between

It might be useful in the near
convene

a

meeting

of technical

specialists to examine the existing state of knowledge on factors
affecting the abundance of salmon

and

on

research

required to

gain a better understanding of the production process.
Two items would seem of particular relevance to the Parties.
The first is the question of escapement estimations.

Inadequacy

in key measures of spawner abundance was repeatedly identified as
a

problem

by

Methods varied

investigators

with

greatly between

whom

the

agencies.

large numbers

several species and areas.

of rivers)
It

to avoid

the need

is under development for

would seem
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met.

The establishment of

representative index stream systems (in order
for covering

consultants

worthwhile for scien-

tists

of

the

two

countries

to

develop comparable and improved

consolidate

their efforts to

techniques for

spawning escape-

ment enumerations and to thoroughly evaluate the utility of index
system approaches.
The second
desirable

is

subject for
the

which cooperative

assembly

outlined above, for

many

production prevailed

of

historic

stocks,

stocks.

in earlier years.

Old

high

As

levels of

Study of such statistics
productive potential of

catch statistics are sometimes incomplete or

erroneous and difficult to
areas.

catch statistics.

consistently

could provide valuable insights into the
the

study would seem

relate to

Nevertheless, in

have recently been made
catch information.

catches in

Alaska and
to

Combined

collate

modern fishing

British Columbia, attempts
and

reinterpret pre-1950's

with modern information on assumed

origins of fish in different fishing areas, the information would
be

used

to

develop

long-term

series of data on production of

important stocks or complexes of stocks.
scientists in

It may be

of value for

the two countries to consider cooperative analyses

and exchanges of old statistical data to determine

their utility

for studying productivity of relevant stocks over the long term.
The foregoing

concentrates on

the study of stock abundance

and on spawner/recruitment relationships.

Studies

environmental

factors

are

importance.

Consideration

productive

capacity

on

of

specific competition at

the
sea

productivity
of

possible

marine
could
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also

an

of

limitations

environment
be

of effects of
obvious
on

the

and of inter-

especially important

factor

in

determining

target

levels of production from fresh-

water.
-

Fina~ly,

it is noted that present

fishing plans established

under the Treaty are quite naturally based on the status quo with
respect to fishing patterns and stock mixtures in
Optimization

of

changes

in

fishing

areas.

stock

Parties should
changes

production

in

levels
For

begin to

the

and

the

stock

purposes

including

Such considerations

the productive

future

potential of

may

mixtures

involve major
within existing

of long-term planning, the

consider the

production,

enhancement.

in

the fisheries.

implications of potential

those
might

brought about through
include

assessments of

the resources under maximum produc-

tion conditions and the implications of production at such levels
on

stock

mixtures

and

abundance

studies would seem necessary
to come

to grips

patterns in fisheries.

for the

Such

two governments ultimately

with the question of determining target levels

for optimum production and

for developing

harvesting strategies

that will maximize the benefits to each.
Important

tools

for

the

study of population dynamics and

behavior of stocks are models, based
tory movements
Models: of

this

consequences of

on knowledge

of the stocks and on fishing power of the fleets.
character

permit

variations in

scientists

to

(e.g.

the

exist and
Washington

are being
State

predict

the

the strength and contributions of

the stocks to exploitation patterns and escapements.
such models

of the migra-

used in

Department
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A number of

the Commission's work
of

Fisheries/National

Bureau of

Standards Model) but because different models are used

for different species and areas
objectives~

their

general utility

Commission is limited.
out

the

need

for

The

should be

initiative

and

from

used

The

believe

for

data,

different
urges

that

ready interspecies

and

such model

consultants

that

strongly support

the Research and Statistics
cross-area

linkages) should

development of improved models of general utility

for the Commission's work.
have applicability

It should be

beyond studies

are important tools for
required for

has pointed

joint effort to assure mutual

a "

Committee (providing cross-species,
coordinate the

specific work of the

raw

Committee

confidence in application."
this

methodology and

work to develop appropriate models,

models

simplicity of operation.
development work

in

for the

construction

between

differ

The Coho Technical Committee

further

emphasizing ease of
relationship

and

the

noted that

of productivity

construction

of

such models
in that they

fishing scenarios

the development of both long and short-term fishing

plans.
4.3

Factors Affecting Availability
Environmental and biological factors

dynamics)
fishing.

affect
in

variations in

the

particular

extent

(other than population

to which salmon are vulnerable to

fishing

areas.

Seasonal

and

annual

feeding behavior and swimming depth can affect the

extent to which salmon are available to troll

gear.

Of partic-

ular relevance to the implementation of the Treaty are variations
in migration patterns.

A good

example is
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the variable propor-

tions of

Fraser-bound salmon

that migrate

through the northern

Johnstone Straits (where all fisheries are Canadian) and southern
Juan

~uca

de

Strait

(where

both

Canadian

fisheries operate) approaches to the river.
sockeye runs
10 and

ao

passing through

percent.

tries.

The

proportions of

Johnstone Straits can vary between

The two countries conduct their

Fraser-bound sockeye
provide an

and United States

fisheries on

and pinks to meet escapement targets and to

agreed division
Development

of

of the
fishing

catch between
plans

within

the Commission

requires forecasting

the proportions

the two

During the season, fishing times are varied

approaches.

of the

the two coun-

stock entering via

if the runs deviate from their expected patterns.
problems in

the field

Administrative

are severe if deviations are substantial.

Changing migration patterns

obviously

impact

management strat-

egies for many stocks other than the Fraser.
Staff
relating the

at

IPSFC

have

developed

proportional "diversion"

with oceanographic

events.

forecasting

techniques

through Johnstone Straits

Whereas the

approach is subject to

error, the techniques remain of substantial value in the planning
and control of the fisheries on Fraser-bound salmon.
Nevertheless, participants

in the
the

the view that uncertainties in
salmon remained
season management

an exasperating
and

that

work

forecasting would be invaluable.
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Southern Panel expressed

migration

routes

difficulty with
to

improve

of Fraser

respect to inthe

accuracy of

Availability problems raise the question of the need to know
more about the effects of the marine environment
was

note~

in

the

previous

section

that

on salmon.

information

carrying capacity of the marine habitat could be
importance in

the future.

of

It

on the

consid~rable

This no doubt is a reflection of the

assignment of priorities by

research agencies

in the

two coun-

tries; work at sea requiring large vessels is very expensive.
4.4

Enhancement
Except for

transboundary rivers,

close cooperation, research and
are national

prerogatives as

where the Treaty mandates

conduct.of
long as

enhancement programs

the results of the activ-

ities are not inconsistent with the principles of
enunciated in

Article III).

the Treaty (as

Nevertheless, because the output of

enhancement facilities can have major impacts on the
in fisheries
higher

and because

rates

of

activities have

enhanced stocks

exploitation

that

serious implications

can usually withstand

natural

ones, enhancement

for management.

reason, in negotiating the Treaty, the Parties took
to ensure

stock mixes

For this

special care

that there would be close consultation between govern-

ments, particularly regarding the

initiation of

projects.

that

It

was

anticipated

both

new enhancement

sides

might blend

management

programs in

enhancement projects in

their

domestic

order

to

basis

for ·managing fisheries on natural

runs.

For stocks fished by both countries or in

improve

such enhanced

the

fish might

fisheries where

be harvested along with fish bound for
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the other country, close

consultation between

the Parties would

obviously be most desirable.
Effective

consultation,

planning (especially for the
ation

is

specifically

technical

input,

opportunities,

and where appropriate, cooperative
transboundary rivers

required),

particularly

designing

will

with

programs

require

respect
to

where cooperconsiderable

to

ensure

identifying

the

effective

development of selected projects, assessing the likely production
from

proposed

facilities

and its distribution among fisheries,

and monitoring actual production when it comes on line.
It is noted that,
not

yet

been

questions.
It is

able

within the
to

devote

Commission, the
much

attention

It would seem important to do so in

Parties have
to enhancement

the near future.

also noted that fishing regimes are already being affected

by the

changes in

enhancement production

"add-ons" in Alaska).

(e.g. adjustments for

As outlined in Section 4.2 above, enhance-

ment production and the possible impact of such production on the
fisheries would
of

programs

seem necessary as background for the development

(within

each

country

and

developed

through the

Commission) aimed at attaining the Treaty objective of optimizing
production.
A~

use

the

with studies of productivity, it would seem
umbrella

of

between specialists in

desirable to

the Commission to foster cooperative work
the

two

countries

to

enhancement technologies and to develop new ones.
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improve existing

With respect

to current

urgent need to initiate
performance

evaluation,

and set

Work to

in place

including

priate information system
egies.

enhancement activity,

to

there is an

a system

for careful

the development of an appro-

assess

future

enhancement strat-

determine the reasons for success or failure of

existing facilities and to improve the productivity of artificial
propagation

facilities,

e.g.

disease

management and determination of

optimum

control,

diet,

conditions

genetic

for release

should be expanded.
4.5

Conclusion
The foregoing has been a very general appraisal of the types

of

information

the

consultants

implementation of the Treaty.
Work and oral instructions,

view

as

being

required

Consistent with their Statement of
they

have

research programs in progress or planned.

not

reviewed individual

Despite the generality

of the presentation, it is hoped that the outline will
rough framework
sion.

for more

provide a

in-depth discussion within the Commis-

Further consideration

utility of

for

of the

question of

appraising the

research programs is contained in the next section of

the report dealing with institutional arrangements.
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5.
As part

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

of their

enquiry, the consultants were required to

address que§tions of cooperative research and

data sharing.

At

the core of any cooperative efforts are the mechanisms within the
Commission for facilitation
Most

of

the

officials

arrangements and
For

these

consultation

and

joint action.

interviewed had concerns about existing

expressed

reasons

of

the

views

regarding

their improvement.

consultants offer their views regarding

institutional arrangements within the

Commission for cooperation

in the field of research.
Although

most

scientists

and

administrators

interviewed

expressed enthusiasm regarding the Commission's operations during
its

first

year,

many

expressed

frustration with difficulties

being encountered in meeting Commission deadlines and in developing

efficient

information.

procedures

for

the

exchange

and

analysis

of

Virtually all participants were concerned about the

immense amount

of time

required for

report preparation and for

international meetings.
Despite

these

concerns,

recalling

the

complexity

and

political sensitivity of the technical issues associated with the
negotiation of the Treaty, the consultants feel that

progress to

date in the Treaty's implementation has been remarkable.
particularly true when one recalls that
firm legal

the Treaty, establishing

commitments for technical cooperation, data exchange,

etc., has been in
Commission's

This is

place

by-laws,

only

since

specifying
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March

1985

procedures

for

and

that the

panels

and

committee activities, have been
In this

regard, the

in place

being worked
not feel

It

is apparent

necessary to

be characterized

that many

out satisfactorily.

it is

than a year.

consultants feel that most of the difficul-

ties that hive been encountered can
up" problems.

for less

The

as "start-

of these problems are

consultants therefore do

comment further

on the short-term

mechanical aspects of the Commission's operations.
The difficulties being encountered,

however, emphasize that

the Treaty places major new demands on the technical capabilities
of both countries.
resources

are

These

necessary

increased
if

expenditures

of technical

the substantial benefits that will

flow to each side through implementation of the Treaty are
realized.

When the

Treaty was

to be

negotiated it was clear that an

increase in the volume of data compilation, analysis and exchange
in both

countries would be required.

It was also to be expected

that Treaty commitments would have an important influence
selection of

research projects

Treaty principle concerned
equivalent

to

the

waters adds a new
which

was

production

conducted

in

management and development
interceptions through
and in-season
precision

and

to be funded on both sides.

with

dimension

fishing

each

Party

The

receiving benefits

of salmon originating in its own

to

each

research
country

objectives.

development of
control

timeliness

on the

also

activity

beyond that

to meet purely domestic
Requirements

to limit

obligatory fishing regimes
add

new

requirements for

going beyond purely national demands.

Finally the commitments to exchange and cooperatively analyze and
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evaluate information

on an international level add still another

requirement beyond domestic processes.
it would

be most

desirable for the Parties to begin the process

of setting long-term targets
ment within

the Treaty

for cooperative

in order

provide a

fisheries develop-

to provide firmer direction to

technical programs being conducted
and to

The consultants feel that

within

quantitative basis

the

Treaty framework

for measuring the benefits

expected to flow from implementation of the Treaty.
Despite the Commission's promising start, there do appear to
be

some

problems

category.

developing

that

go

beyond

the

"start-up"

These include:

• Mismatches in

the

timing

of

data

availability

and of

meetings;
• Complexity

and lack

of consistency in the preparation of

data and of reports considered by the Commission;
•

Lack

appraisal

of

of
the

structure

within

utility

of

the

Commission

existing

and

for orderly

planned

research

programs and for cooperative planning.
5.1

Scheduling of Data Exchanges and of Meetings
The present cycle of

information provision

for the Commis-

sion requires presentation of material summarizing the results of
the previous season's activities in the Fall and the presentation
of

material

February.

for

planning

the

next

season's

Many technical specialists consider

too precipitate.

In

the autumn

the timing

in

to be

some late-season fisheries are

still in progress, or barely completed
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activities

and the

spawning runs of

many stocks

are not

information in the

yet completed.
Fall

prepared.

:The timing

tends to

conflict with

array

of

similar

is

The assembly of post-season

therefore

incomplete

of preparatory

information in the Spring

domestic timetables

data,

resulting,

in

for preparation 'and

some cases in wasteful

repetitive reworking of the same information.
feeling

of

many

technical

or hurriedly

It

is the strong

specialists that attempts should be

made to tailor the timing of meetings to fit better

with natural

fishing and consequent analytical cycles; such rescheduling would
save a great deal
Commission

and

of
the

time

and

Parties

effort

with

and

would

provide the

more complete and dependable

information.
On the

other

charged with

hand,

the

Commissioners

the responsibility

faced with a different set of

and administrators

of implementing

problems.

The

the Treaty are
timing

of their

requirements for information is constrained by the need to review
both post and pre-season information with representatives of user
groups as

part of domestic consultative processes.

tations are affected by the availability

Such consul-

of personnel

which, in

turn is dependent on the timing of fishing seasons.
In

the

end

the

timing

of

information

exchange

meetings:must represent a compromise.

Whether the

represents

difficult

the

best

compromise

is

developed against

the background

sides to

treaty organization in place.

put the

consideration may not

have

been
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of intensive

given

to

the

and of

present cycle
to tell; it has

activity on both
As such, enough
sUbject.

The

Commission

should

give

specific

attention

to the question of

scheduling of meetings, perhaps

through the

ad

Commissioners, panel members and

hoc

group

including

some

establishment of an

technical specialists to make recommendations aimed

at improving

the timing of information exchanges, and of meetings of technical
committees, panels

and the

such recommendations

Commission.

should weigh

Evaluations leading to

most carefully the trade-offs

between precision and completeness

of data

on the

one hand and

administrative efficiency on the other.
5.2

Inconsistencies in Data Exchange and Reporting
Not unexpectedly,

the formats

data and for reports of
panels and

Committees

and

working

groups

to the Commission have not yet been finalized.

outsider, differences in the
reports and

for exchange and analysis of

in the

structure

of

subjects they address make it very difficult

Commission and

deal with them.
members and

issues faced

of the approaches that are being taken to

It would

seem

to

the

consultants

that Panel

Commissioners might also experience the same type of

difficulty in absorbing the
sented in

To an

individual committee

to develop a comprehensive picture of the technical
by the

to the

welter

so many different forms.

understood that

inconsistencies

material submitted

to the

in

of

technical

material pre-

At the technical level it is
the

Commission by

format

and

the two

timing of

Parties are a

continuing source of misunderstanding and confusion, impeding the
work of

some of the technical committees.

(e.g. coded wire tagging

data), attempts
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In some subject areas
are being

made within

the

Commission

to

provide

cases (e.g. catches,
systems

for~machine

for

statistics,

standard formatting.
see

In other

4.1.1) efficient

Section

communication of data in a standard way still

have to be achieved.
Considering these problems, there would seem to be considerable merit to the Commission giving special attention to means of
standardizing and simplifying procedures
the Commission

and for

for

providing

reporting by technical committees to the

appropriate panels and to the Commission as a
should involve

data to

the standardization

whole.

This task

of terminology which differs

between committees and national sections.
5.3

Lack of Effective Procedures

for Appraisal

and Planning of

international

evaluation

Research
At

present,

interpretation of

cooperative
the results

of research

and

and determination of

research needs is carried out mainly within the Commission's five
technical

committees,

regarding future

each

needs.

of

which

The Research

makes

recommendations

and Statistics Committee

and its subsidiary bodies may also make recommendations regarding
research.

The

results

considered by appropriate
recommen4ations themselves

of

the

panels

Committees' deliberations are
which,

presumably

regarding research.

recommendations would presumably come to the
consideration.

could make

In the end, all

full Commission for

As yet the Commission does not seem to have acted

on any recommendations regarding research.
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Presumably therefore

such recommendations

merely remain on the record for agencies in

both countries to review and consider without commitment.
The

co~sultants

and planning

with most

of opinions.
appropriate

pursued the question of

At
for

research evaluation

participants and received a wide variety

one

extreme,

some

the

Commission

though

to

evaluate

conducted; such evaluation was viewed to be a
Those

holding

this

view

saw

that

the

scale,

some

saw

research

considerable

At the

regarding future

system

for

prioritization

report of its May 21-22, 1986
tics

Committee

itself

has

of

other end

merit in the Commission
research and in

research.

A number of

people thought that the Commission might go so far as
some

being

only a very limited role for the

playing a very active role in evaluating current
making recommendations

was not

national preserve.

Commission in coordinating research planning.
of

it

research.

meeting, the
recommended

to develop

Indeed, in the

Research and Statisthat

it

develop

II

standardized evaluation format for reviewing ongoing programs for
relevance to Canada/U.S. Treaty issues."
Regardless of which position people took, it is evident that
there is no structure
review

and

within

evaluation

of

the

Commission

research.

The consultants strongly

believe that such a mechanism should be brought
is their
remains

view that
clearly

a

for comprehensive

into being.

It

whereas the planning and conduct of research
national

prerogative,

the

Treaty

clearly

requires the Commission to review research being undertaken under
terms of the convention

and to

take an
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active role

in coordi-

nating such research.
important
scientific

role

in

~gencies

The Commissioners themselves could play an
establishing
in the

better

cooperation

two countries,

between

in identifying ques-

tions that needed to be answered to facilitate

implementation of

the Treaty and for settling technical disputes (short of invoking
the Treaty's

technical dispute

settlement procedures) regarding

such questions as selection of methodologies.
The

extent

to

which

the

Commission delves into research

questions and the nature of its recommendations to governments on
research

questions

themselves.

is,

However,

of

course,

the

up

consultants

to

the

Commissioners

believe

that improved

mechanisms should be put in place in order to facilitate any such
considerations.
issues within

The

present

the Treaty

fragmented

treatment

of research

organization pose a formidable barrier

to ready handling of research questions by the Commission.
PSC's committee structure is quite different
fisheries commission
been parties.
Committee
responsible
panel's or

in which

Research
for

and

answering

Statistics
the

the

has

Commission's

PSC's Standing

been
(and

exclusively
subsidiary

other subsidiary unit's) technical enquiries.

this responsibility is divided
plus

Canada and the United States have

Normally a committee equivalent to

on

from any other

Research

working groups.
necessarily being

and

among

five

In PSC

technical committees

Statistics Committee and its subsidiary

The consultants do

not view

this difference as

a flaw, since the close reporting relationship

between technical committees and panels seems to be providing the
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Commission

with

a

very

efficient avenue for the direct appli-

cation of technical

information

problems.

regard, it

- In this

the results of

research

and

to

the

Commission's practical

would seem quite appropriate for
first

identification

of research

needs to arise within the technical committees.
It

is

after

future work are
Reports of

these

made

first analyses and first proposals for

that

difficulties

individual technical

regarding the

efficacy of

recommendations
deliberations.

for

would

seem

committees reveal uncertainties

certain methodologies

work

to

Often several

methodological approaches

improve

committees will

from the

freely without

funds, etc.
with a
If

the

relative

and often make

the basis for the groups
consider the same

particulary point of view of

the species or area with which they are dealing.
are made

consideration of

Recommendations

competing demands for

The ne.t results is that the Commission

patchwork picture
Commission

were

effectiveness

committees or of

to arise.

is presented

of research

results and future needs.

faced

making

of

with

work

establishing

judgments

on the

being considered by individual

priorities

among

competing pro-

posals for future work being put forward by the different groups,
it is hard to see how it could do so
making objective

without some

technical assessments.

the fragmented appraisals and

mechanism for

Governments considering

proposals must

be faced

with the

same problems.
Under such

circumstances, it

would seem

desirable to seek

means of providing a more comprehensive appraisal of
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the results

of research

conducted by

the Parties

under terms of the Treaty

and on identification of future research needs.
the existing
the logical

Research and
focus

Commission) of

Statistics Committee would seem to be

preparation

(for

consideration

by the

an appraisal of current research activities and a

listing (with
ments.

for

In this regard,

evaluations of

their utility)

of future require-

The Committee itself has proposed that it perform such a

task.

However,

considering

the

effectiveness

of

the present

technical committee structure, it would seem most appropriate for
many of
from such

the appraisals

and proposals

committees and

also for

for future

work to arise

representatives of the tech-

nical committees to participate with the

Research and Statistics

Committee in preparing reviews of current research results and in
assessments of future needs.

It

should be

emphasized that the

Research and

Statistics Committee would not normally be expected

to make

own

its

consideration

by

selections
the

future

Commission

instead be expected to provide
cost-effectiveness of

of

and

research

projects for

by governments; it would

assessments

of

the

utility and

approaches proposed from various quarters.

On receipt of such appraisals, it

would

be

up

to

the Commis-

sioners to make or not make such recommendations as they see fit.
The foregoing

discussion focuses

attention on the question

of evaluating of research.

The Research and Statistics Committee

is

a

proposing

to

develop

standardized evaluation format and

technical staff of the Northwest Indian
have

prepared

an

interesting

paper
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Fisheries Commission and
suggesting procedures for

prioritizing

research

proposals.

Such

attempts

to

objective systems for evaluating proposals have merit.

-

consultant~'

trative

view, however,

systems

in

the

that
two

with

very

countries

develop
It is the

different adminis-

and different domestic

priorities, it will be very difficult to develop a system that is
generally

acceptable.

Nevertheless

there

outline research proposals in a comparable
they will

contribute to

sion and their costs.
to develop

is a clear need to

manner indicating how

solving the problems before the Commis-

The consultants therefore support attempts

procedures for

making such evaluations as background

for consideration of research proposals by

both parties indepen-

dently and, if desired, by the Commission.
5.4

Publications
On

undertaking

their

assignment, the consultants found it

difficult to find a comprehensive account of the technical issues
facing the Commission.

Although the reports of all the technical

committees are carefully prepared and reflect
technical

competence

preparation, the

of

reports

the

the high

specialists

themselves

"insider" knowledge to understand.

involved

require

a

great

level of
in

their
deal of

The consultants note that the

Commission Secretariat has begun

to consider

the

report and that a documentation

Commission's

first

annual

the preparation of

system has been developed.
Whereas considerable attention is being paid to the question
of publication,

it is not clear to the consultants the extent to

which forthcoming reports of the Commission
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will clearly outline

the technical

issues facing

the Commission and how these issues

are being dealt with, including the
of

resear~n

bearing on

the questions.

that considerable attention
since it

is through

presentation of

should

be

the results

The consultants believe
given

to

this question

the public records of the Commission activ-

ities that its performance will be measured on an historic basis.
A review
and

of the

multilateral

published records of other Canada/United States
Commissions

in

participated would be instructive.
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which

both

countries

have

Table 1. Specific
Rnnex 1

fISHIHG
PlRHS

require~enls

of lhe Trealy lJilh respecl lo conlrol of fisheries and enhanceMenl and conduct of sludies as specified

TRRH580UHOARY

HDRT HERH BOUHDARY

On SU;:kine n Taku, on a species by species basis, li~ilation
of 1985 8 1986 Canadian in-riuer fisheries lo percenlages
of allolJable calches, or lo ntlMbers of fish or lo incidenlal
caplure onl y.

Hutlerical liMi lations on calches in certain U.S. sockeye net
fisheries and on cerlain Canadian pink nel and troll
fisheries during 1985 and 1906.
Regi Mes posH 986 to take inlo account results of 1981185
lagging prograMS.
In 1985 bolh sides lo reduce interceptions of Portland Canal
ChUMS.

MAHAGEMEHT Regulation of fisheries of bolh counlries lo !'Ieel annual
STRATEGIES agreed escapel'lenl largels (uilh specific nUMerical rebuilding
objectiur.s for chinook) and Canadian enb tleMenls.

Parties to il'lJlleMent rmnagefienl Measures taking inlo account
roo sizes and to per~il Parties lo haruest 0"," slocks.

In-season run delerMination and MnageMenl action required
for 1985 Stikine sockeye fishery.
Unspeci fied reslrictions lo conserue depressed Rlsek sockeye
and chinook slocks.
I Mproue procedures for cooper ati ur.

~ilnageMenl.

ROJUSrnEHTS COMpensatory adjustMents if enti tleMenls not achieued due to
ilCU ons of other country.
[HHnHeEnEHT Identify enhanceMenl opportunities; undertilke feasibility
studies for ney enhanceMent proje!:ls.
STUDIES

Undertake assessl'le1lts to identi fy possible Measures to
enhance PorU and Canal ChUM slocks.

RsseMble and refine dala on Migrations, exploilatilNl and
spalJni ng requi reMents .

Underlake assessl'lents lo identify possible Measures to
restore Portland Canal ChUM slocks.

ExaMine pasl ManageMent regiFles and reCOMMend il'l\lroueMents

Eualuate effectiueness Ilf Managel'lenl actions.
Identi fy and reuielJ status of stocks.
Rrray data on hiITuest rates and deuelop a joint data base.
Collate productiuily inforMation as basi.s for deterMining
escape!'lent leuels and harut!st rates to MaxiMize production.
Present historical fisheries datil.
Oeuise analytical l'Ie.thods as background for deuelopMent of
NanageMent strategies.
Identi fy infornation and research requireMents.
Make annual assPssMents and reCOMMend cOliseruiltion Measures.
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Table Z. Specific requirel'lents of the Treaty !.lith respect to control of fisheries and eohancel'lent aOO conduct of studies as
fIIlnex 1.

CIHIII

CHI HOOK

fISHIHG
IILRHS

5pecifie~

In 19858 1906, nuMerical liMih applied t.o all gear chinook
catch in Southeast Rlaska R oorthern B.C. and in certain
50uthern B.C. troll and sport fisheries.
General obligation to follow strategies outlined innediately
below .

In 1985 6 1986, nuMerical liMits iIjIfIlied to Canadian
Coast Uancouver Island troll fishery

~est

In 1986 and thereafter il'lplfl'lent conservation I'leosures taking
into account Canm/ian cootributions and sharing consi stent
yith Rrticl e III.
In 19117, COMl'li5Sion to set speCific harvest levels for
above-nentioned intercepting fisheries

I1fIHRGEMEHT LiMit fisheries to halt decline in depressed st.ocks; by 1990
STRATEGIES restore production of natural chinook stocks through
reduction in current exploitation rates.
Rll fishing Mortality to be considered in il'ljllel'lenting
rebuilding progran.
Manage all fisheries 50 tllilt savings frofl above lil'li tatiuns
accrue t.o spawning populations.

Except uhere 6pecifit: regil'les apply, Parties endeavour to
liMi t incidental intercepted coho catches.
for southern B.C ./lJashington area, Parties will establish
fishing regiMes for coho consistent !Jith t.he Treaty.
for 1985, Parties to Maintain existing ManageMent objectives
for the latter area.

Hfter rebuilding, develop regiMes to Maintain stocks at
OptiMUM productivi tV.
RnJUSTnEHTS

In 1906 and thereafter, reduce ceilings if chinook abundance
drops.

Significant deviations frol'l nunerical liMi t.s
cMPensated for in later years if consistent with
conservation requireMents.

I f overruns, Party will adjust. in future to ensure planned
long-tem rebuilding.
Ceilings !'lay be raised if enhanceMent
del'lOnstr ated .

a~dihons

can be

EHlIIlHCEMEHT RecolW'nd strategies for use of enhanced stocks.
Ceiling adjustMent for anhancel'lent as indicated above.
STUDIES

Evaluate all sources of induced fishing flortali ty.

Evaluate effectiveness of Managenent actions.

Evaluate consistency and effectiveness of ManageMent I'leasures.

Identify and reviCIJ status of stocks .

.Hnnually assess stocks and recomend changes to the
I'lanagel'lent regiMes.

Rrrav data on harve5t rateo and develop a jOint datil base.
Collate productivity infomation as basis for deterMining
escapenent leve15 and harvest rate& to Maxifiize production.

Develop procedures to evaluate rebuilding progress.
Recol'II'Iend research for iMplet'lentation of the rebuilding
prograM.

Present historical fisheries data.
Devise analytical Methods as background for
nanageMent strategieu.
I~enti fV

develop~ent

of

infOrMation and research requirel'lents.

nake annual asses5flents and recol'lnend conservation neasures.
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Table 3. Specific requirel'lenb of the Treaty with respect to control of fisheries and enhanceMent and conduct of studies as specified in
Rnnex 1.

SOUHIE~

fRASER SOCKEYE 8 PIHKS

fISHING
PLAHS

B.r.. -IJI\SHIHGTOH CHUMS

for 1'985 through 1988 and 1989 through 1992, nUMerical
enti tlerlenl5 for U.S. fisheries in fraser Conuention Area.

nRHAGEI1£HT lleasure to take into account ManageMent of other st.ocks in
STRRTEGIES the area.

Deuelop fishery regiMes for 1985 and thereafter.

ROJU5TMENTS Proportional adjustMents of U.S. entitleMents to account for
deuiations in expected returns.
No sooner thon 1989, consider adjusting regiMe uis a uis
Article III.
Coopensatory adjustMents in later years if regulatory
l'Ieasures fail to prouide cnti tlenents.
Cunuention Area May he adjusted to sil'lPlify dOMestic
l'Ianagel'lent.

ENHRNCEMENT No upMard adjustl'lents in U.S. enti Henent if TRe increases as
result of Canadian enhanceMen!'

STUDIES

Diuision of responsibility for data collection, analysis and
reporting betyeen Parties and (OMission staff (as per
exchange of letters betYeen GouernMents) .

Identi fy and reuieu status of stocks.
Array data

Ofl

haruest rates and deuelop a joint data base.

Collate productiui ty inforMtion a5 basis for deterMining
escapeMent leuels and haruest rates to MaxiMize production.
Present historical fisheries data.
Deuise analytical nethods as background for exploration of
/lanageMent strategies.
Identi fy inforMation and research require!lents.
Make annual assessl'lenl.s and reCOMMend conserua!i on Measures.
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Table 1. listing of inforMation required to neet the four principal JlUrposes of the
CaniKlalUnited States Treaty DfI Pacific Sal non .

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
II
III
IU
PRE-SERSOH IH-SERSOH POST -SERSOH
IHfORMRTIOH ITEN
PLRHHIHfi
COHIROL MOHIT ORI KG PRODUCTI UITV
---- ... _------- ... ------------------- .... ------------------------------------------------------ ...-A. II/IRUESTIHfi
1. Hunbers and ~eights of fish
caught by tine, area and
species

X

X

X

Z. Riuer of origin of fish caught

X

X

X

3. Rge of fish cauyht.
1. fishing effort expended

X
X

X

X

O. fACTORS RffECTIHG RESOURCE ABUHDRNCE
1. Escapenent abundance, tining
and distribution
2. Capaci ty of fresh-water
enuironMent

X

3. Capacity of Marine environnent

X

1. Sources of enui ronnental
uariabili ty
5. lnter- and intra-speci fj c
effects
C. ffICTORS RffECTlHfi AURILABII.ITV

1. Uariations in distribution and
tligratory pat terns
2. Enuironnental and behauioural
effects on fishing
D. EllHAHCEMEHT

1. Enhancenent technology

K

Z. EnhanceMent Methodology

X

3. Enhancel'lellt practise

X

X
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APPENDIX 1
OFFICIALS CONSULTED

APPENDIX 1
OFFICIALS CONSULTED
(WITH AFFILIATION AND PSC COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS)
~.

Seattle} July 11
Tom Jensen, CRITFC
Wayne Shinners, DFOi Canadian Commissioner
Ian Todd, PSCi Executive Secretary
Don Bevan, UWi R&S, Data Sharing, Southern Panel, Chinook
Olympia, July 30
Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission

.

Mike Grayum; Coho
Gary Graves; Chum
Larry Ru t ter

Washington Department of Fish and Game
Gene DiDonato; Southern Panel
Dennis Austin
Torn CooneYi Chinook, Coho
Rich Lincoln
Don Haring; Churn
*Bill Wilkerson, U.S. Commissioner contacted via phone August 28.

Portland, July 31
Burnie Bohn, ODFWi Southern Panel
Howard Schaller, CRITFCi Chinook
Phil Roger, CRITFCi Data Sharing
Torn Jensen, CRITFC

-2-

Jack Donaldson, ODFWi U.S. Commissioner, R&S
Kirk Belningen, ODFW
S. Timothy Wapato, CRITFC; U.S. Commissioner, F&A

Seattle, August 1
Ro11ie Schmitten, NMFSj Fraser and Southern Panels
Dick Thompson, NMFS
Gary Morishima, Quinault Nationsj Data Sharing, Chinook, Coho
Ken Henry, NMFSj Data Sharing, Chinook, Coho, Chum

Vancouver and New Westminster, August 12
Wayne Skinners, DFOj Canadian Commissioner
Garrett Jones, DFOj Canadian Alternate Commissioner, Fraser, F&A
Ralph Shaw, Alternate Canadian Commissioner, R&S
Jack Nichol, Alternate Canadian Commissioner
Fred Fraser, DFOj Fraser Panel
Ian Todd, PSCj Executive Secretary

Nanaimo, August 13
Brian Riddell, DFOj R&S, Data Sharing, Chinook
Ron Kadowaki, DFOj Coho
Don Anderson, DFOj Chum

Juneau, August 21
Laird A. Jones, ADF&G
Jim Olsen, NMFS; Northern Boundary, Transboundary
David Canti11on, ADF&Gi Northern Panel, Northern Boundary

~.

-3-

Scott Marshall, ADF&Gj R&S, Data Sharing, Transboundary, Chinook
Mel

Se~pel,

ADF&G; Chinook, Coho

Steve Pennoyer, ADF&G; Northern Panel

Prince Rupert, August 22
Daddy Greenej Canadian Commissioner, R&S
Paul Sprout, DFOj Northern Panel
Dave Peacock, DFOj Northern Boundary
Gus Jaltimaj DFO

Abbreviations
ADF&G - Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Chinook - Joint Technical Committee on Chinook
Chum - Joint Technical Committee on Chum
Coho - Joint Technical Committee on Coho
CRITFC - Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fisheries Commission
Data Sharing - Technical Committee on Data Sharing
DFO - Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans
F&A PSC Finance and Administration Committee
Northern Boundary - Northern Boundary Technical Committee
NWI~C

- Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission

ODFW - Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
PSC - Pacific Salmon Commission
R&S PSC Research and Statistics Committee
Transboundary - Transboundary Technical Committee
UW - University of Washington
WDF - Washington Department of Fisheries
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APPENDIX 2
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The

complex

Canadian

and

quantities

migratory

United

of

habits

States

salmon

fishermen

bound

for

Almost from the beginning of
both countries
versy.

of

Pacific
to

rivers

commercial

salmon

permit

harvest substantial
of the other country.

fishing

for

salmon in

such interceptions led to competition and contro-

The first such controversy arose when, towards the end of

the last

century, intensive

fisheries for

for the Fraser River developed in
itself (Canadian

sockeye salmon bound

the estuary

and in

the river

waters) and in the outer reaches of Puget Sound

on the United States side.

The four-year

periodicity of Fraser

sockeye runs (with greatest abundance in the 1897-1901-1905 cycle
led to rounds of
each

side

vitriolic exchanges

blamed

the

other

for

across the
wanton

border wherein

over-harvest

of the

resource during years of scarcity.
Between 1902 and 1906, authorities representing
ments of

Canada and

of the State of Washington held a number of

consultations aimed
fisheries
success.

of

at

the

two

A formal

the competitive

imposing

parallel

sides.

These

fisheries took

preservation

of

the

Under the

on the

to bring

order to

place in 1908 when Great Britain
convention for

the protection

food fishes in international boundary

waters of the United States and Canada (the
Treaty) •

restrictions

efforts met with little

intergovernmental attempt

and the United States concluded a
and

the Govern-

terms of

so-called Bryce-Root

this convention, the Canadian and
1

United States
number

of

seasons

Commissioners agreed to recommend to governments a

regulations,

for

salmon

including

fishing,

times (6:00 a.m. Saturday
tations
seine

on

methods

nets.

of

the

establishment

of close

the establishment of weekly close

through 6:00
construction

Unfortunately,

a.m. Monday),

and limi-

and placement of trap and

political

opposition

prevented

adoption of the regulations and the conflict continued to simmer.
An astute observer of the
States

Bureau

of

times,

Commercial

John

N.

seem unable

to agree

the United

that it

preservation of these

upon any

regard to their conservation, although
unprejudiced observer

of

Fisheries noted that whereas both

sides were " •• • virtually interested in the
fish, they

Cobb

it

definite policy with
would

appear

to the

ought to be possible to find some

common ground upon which they could agree."
The situation deteriorated further during World

War I when,

in 1917, it became apparent that a disastrous rock slide at Hells
Gate in the Fraser
huge
cycle.

up-river

River in

runs

of

1913 had

sockeye

virtually obliterated the

in the dominant 1897-1901-1905

In 1917, the year of return of the 1913 run, neither side

applied meaningful restraints to their fisheries.
become apparen t that the stocks -in all cyc les

By 1919 it had

were rnrni ss ion (the

so-called American-Canadian Fisheries Conference).

Stemming from

the work of the Conference, in September 1919,

the two countries

signed

preservation

a

convention

for

the

"protection,

propagation" of sockeye salmon bound for
convention was

to establish

the Fraser

an international
2

River.

and
The

commission with a

'~.

and British

Columbia is

a most

surprising thing, and indicates

either a mosc remarkable ignorance of the condition, which should
have been patent to everybody, or a criminal apathy."
Mr. Cobb's

criticisms were

event, in the face of the

perhaps a

bit strong.

deteriorating resource

In any

situation, the

two governments renewed their efforts, beginning in 1917, to come
to grips with their problems through the formation of a new joint
commission
ence).

(the

so-called

Stemming from

1919, the

American-Canadian

the work

of the

Fisheries Confer-

Conference, in September

two countries signed a convention for the "protection,

preservation and propagation" of
Fraser River.

The

sockeye

salmon

bound

for the

convention was to establish an international

commission with a mandate to " ••• conduct investigations into the
life history of the [sockeye] salmon, hatchery methods, spawningground conditions,

and other

related matters."

The convention

also included regulations requiring national licensing of fishing
vessels, limits on the number of
time and

licenses that

could be issued,

area closures and limitations on the size and construc-

tion of fishing gear.
The convention was not
negotiatipns continued

ratified and

on the

the establishment

sockeye treaty

and, after many delays, was ratified in 1937.
understanding

of a

fisheries for Fraser-bound sockeye.

Eventually, in 1930, the Fraser River

memorandum of

next 20 years

In the early 1920's

on a sporadic basis.

serious consideration was being given to
five-year moratorium

for the

between

3

the

two

was signed

Even then, under a
governments, the

Commission

formed

under

the

ulgate regulations for the
fisheries until 1946.

treaty was not permitted to prom-

Canadian

United

States sockeye

of

the Fraser Salmon Commis-

sion (albeit after an inordinate delay

following first identifi-

cation of

the need

Formation

and

to take

action) represented the first major

step taken by the two countries to reduce conflict and to provide
the

basis

for

improving

fisheries.

The

Commission,

ommending regulations

the

management

with

the

for conservation

of

their

competing

responsibility

and 50:50 sharing within

the Fraser Convention Area also had a clear mandate to
research, being

required to

II

for rec-

carry out

make a thorough investigation

into the natural history of the Fraser River sockeye salmon, into
hatchery

methods,

matters."
improve

The

spawning

convention

spawning

grounds,

ground conditions and other related
gave

the

Commission

construct,

and

power

to " •••

maintain hatcheries

••• ", etc.
The Commission's neutral staff conducted studies and devised
regulatory

schemes

necessary

Their work was highly
independently, however,
of

ideas

scientists

and
in

regarded in

meet the terms of the treaty.
both countries.

They worked

and there was relatively little exchange

information
United

to

between

States

and

Commission
Canadian

scientists

and

laboratories.

The

Commission's mandate was limited to sockeye.
During the
arose creating

1950's, a

number of

other international issues

international problems for the two countries.

soon became apparent that measures going beyond the
4

It

terms of the

Fraser sockeye

convention would

be necessary.

It is not within

the scope of the present short report to describe these issues in
detail.
•

In brief, however, key events included:
Deterioration in chinook and coho production (particularly

in the Northwest

States)

during

the

late

1940's

and 1950's)

providing a major stimulus to the formation of the Pacific Marine
Fisheries Commission (PMFC) in 1947.
sion

efforts

were

made

Through the

latter Commis-

to coordinate regulations of competing

troll fisheries; through informal channels Canadian participation
in the Commission's work was encouraged;
•

Development

of

the

abstention

seaward

spread

principle

in the north

Pacific;
• The threatened
countries

at

the

mouth

of

Juan

February 1957, to the convening of
of

Fisheries

Regulations and

of

net

by both

de Fuca Strait which led, in
a conference

on Coordination

the development of a "gentleman's

agreement" to prohibit offshore net fishing.
Canada adopted

fishing

troll regulations

At the same meeting

consistent with those in force

in Washington and Oregon;
•

Increased national fishing efforts on the high seas.

Toward the end of
Canada/United

States

multiply" and

to

the

1950's

Pacific

contribute

problems

an

increasingly

international fisheries atmosphere.

5

throughout

salmon
to

cant events included:

and

the 1960's,
continued

to

acrimonious

During this period, signifi-

• Stemming from Law of the Sea conferences in 1958 and 1960,
extensions

of

fisheries

jurisdictions

by both countries to 12

miles (in 1964 and 1966) and eventual negotiation, in 1970,

of a

Reciprocal

each

*

Fishing

Agreement

which

limited

fishing

by

other's nationals in areas of extended jurisdiction:
• Expansion of Canadian troll fishing
west

coast

of

Vancouver

Island)

and

(particularly off the
of

United States troll

fisheries off Alaska both known to intercept salmon bound for the
other country.
Concerns

about

reason for the two
Coordination

of

escalating

interceptions were an important

countries to
Fisheries

convene a

Regulations

second conference on

in

April

1959.

The

conference led to agreements for exchange of data and joint study
of information

on salmon interceptions near the northern British

Columbia/Southeast

Alaska

boundary.

Desultory

and

sporadic

discussions regarding interception problems took place throughout
the 1960's.
Throughout the 1970's, changes in the
the respective

coasts of

the two

status of

countries led

waters off

to a series of

negotiations of reciprocal fishing privileges.

These culminated

in

their

1977-1978

when

both

countries

jurisdictions to 200 miles.
not find

a common

extended

In the end, the two

basis for

fisheries

countries could

permitting fishermen

of the other

country to fish in the newly extended zones and as a result, with
the

exception

of

access

for

fishing

6

for albacore tuna, both

countries have since excluded fishermen of the other country from
their respective waters.
At the

same time, problems associated with salmon intercep-

wors~ned;

tions

neither country was prepared

unilateral~.

to place

restriction on intercepting fisheries.

In 1971 the two countries

decided

difficulties

to

attempt

to

solve

these

through the

negotiation of a comprehensive coast-wide agreement.
The

1970

decade

technological and

was

a

period

political changes

of remarkable natural and
that put

the governments to conclude an agreement.

great pressure on

Events of significance

included:
• Continuation
mobility

of

the

of

trends

salmon

towards

greater

efficiency and

fishing fleets which gave fishermen in

both countries the power to inflict substantial damage on runs of
salmon bound for the other country;
•

Increased

Canadian

pink salmon outside the
frequency of

fishing

Fraser

diversion of

on Fraser-bound sockeye and

Convention

Area

and increasing

Fraser-bound salmon through Johnstone

Straits;
•
catches

United

States legal

amongst

United

requirements to

States

divide Fraser River

citizens and lack of mechanisms

within the Fraser Convention to meet such requirements;
•

g~pansion

of Canadian

fisheries in

Canadian sections of

transboundary rivers in Southeast Alaska area;
• Towards

the end

of the 1970's, a well-defined and steady

decline in yields from natural chinook salmon stocks

7

on a coast-

wide basis

that was

clearly the result of excessive competitive

exploitation by fishermen of both countries •
• Breakthroughs in both countries in hatchery and artificial
spawning ground

technologies which

valuable

for

means.

tools

Since most

increasing

promised to

production

give both sides

through

artificial

major enhancement opportunities involved the

production of salmon

that

would

be

vulnerable

to

capture by

fishermen of the other country, however, budgetary authorities in
both countries were reluctant to support
an international

new enhancement without

agreement to protect the incremental production

from interception.
These events gave
Embracing an

important

immense range

issues, the negotiations were

impetus

to

the negotiations.

of extremely complex and contentious
finally concluded

successfully in

January 1985 with signature of the "Treaty between the Government
of Canada and the Government
concerning

Pacific

of

the

Salmon."

United

States

of America

The Treaty was ratified and came

into force in March of the same year

and now

provides the basis

for the two countries to cooperate on the control of intercepting
fisheries and on enhancement for mutual

8

benefit.

~.

APPENDIX 3
REFLECTIONS ON PRIORITY INFORMATION
AND TECHNICAL NEEDS

By D. L. Alverson

APPENDIX 3

REFLECTIONS ON PRIORITY INFORMATION
AND TECHNICAL NEEDS
The main
changes

consultants' report attempts to outline structural

required

generic research

to

facilitate

information

on

what

was

perceived

required to meet treaty
constitutes a

as

well as

needed to carry out the Commission's work.

presentation avoids recommending specific
focusing

flow

technical

priority actions while

be

obligations.

more free-wheeling

on administrative and

to

The

the information needs

The

following narrative

and candid personal reflection
problems

which

will

face the

Commission over the next several years.
From my

perspective, the

success of the new Commission and

its ability to meet the principles and goals
rest on

of the

Treaty will

the evolution of an effective communication system among

the various management agencies
Commission.

Treaties,

and scientists

agreements

and

involved and the

business

arrangements

frequently fail because;
1.

Participants hold different views about the

meaning and

scope of the obligations set forth in an agreement.
2.

The quality

of the

information used

to evaluate per-

formance is suspect by one or both parties to the agreement.

1

3.

The results

of research and/or statistical information

used in fisheries management are not

effectively communicated to

the other party.
Methods used

4.

in the

evaluation of performance differ,

raising questions regarding the

underlying

assumptions

and the

precision and accuracy of findings.
5.

A reluctance

grows on one side or the other to perform

because one or both parties do not feel

that the

obligations of

the agreement are being met or do not benefit them.
6.

The funds necessary to carry out the Treaty obligations

do not materialize as anticipated.
Although the PSC has
extent each

of the

gotten off

up

to

the

new

The protracted

Treaty

border) a residue of skeptics,
attitude among

good start,

to some

above noted "potentials for failure" must be

dealt with by the Commission.
leading

to a

has

negotiating period

left (on each side of the

doubters

and

a

"wait

and see"

many scientists and administrative leaders.

They

are not quite sure that the relevant facts, statistics, etc. will
be provided as required or that national sections will live up to
their commitments.
dealing effectively
and

unl~ss

These dissidents

can

only

be

converted by

with the array of problems identified

they are converted,

they

pose

a

serious

above~

threat to

long-term success of the Commission.
In
involved

our
with

interpretative

discussions
Commission
disparity

with

various

work,
existed
2

it

technical

hecame

obvious

individuals
that some

between those in the trenches

and administrators responsible for
interpretative

differences

the

should

not

linger as uncertainties but should be
possible

so

that

the

Treaty

language

Any

be set aside or left to

cleared up

as soon

as is

technical work can proceed without skir-

mishes over the precise meaning of Treaty language.
These differences in interpretation reflect, to some degree,
personal biases and expectations, but they also point to an early
communication problem
further evidenced

among the

contemporary players.

by expressed

confusion in

the nature, timing

and format of reports to be exchanged and by dif£erent
garding reporting
in the

body

views re-

channels to and from the Commission.

of

communication

This is

our

and

report,

data

establishing

formatting

effective

As noted
lines of

may simply involve start-up

problems, but they need the Commission's immediate attention.
From my experience
reading

of

during

historical

the

documents

negotiation
concerned

period

and my

with the Treaty, a

great deal of time was spent trying to sort out problems involved
with the
data

quality of

concerned

segments of

with

information available
interception

rates,

commercial, recreational

on catches,
catch

figures

history and

estimating non-catch mortalities and escapement levels.
of quality data bases allows the scientists on
interpret the

information available

acceptable to his or her national
may have

interest.

each side

The lack
of the

in a manner most
(Heaven forbid, we

more national advocates than scientists.)
3

for

and subsistence fisheries,

adjusting catches to different periods of their life

border to

~ebating

I would like

~.

to assume

that these

that we

will all

happen.

Such

national biases

have now

been purged and

go forward with lily white hands, but it won't

differences,

however,

can

be

minimized

if the

Commissio~

and associated scientists place great emphasis at this

point

the

in

setting up

Commission's

on

standardizing and/or

catch and effort data to allow for easy comparison of

the information collected.
stock

evolution

identification,

In a similar vein,

escapement

methodologies for

enumeration,

resource

fore-

casting, etc. should be jointly evaluated by the parties with the
goal of

employing standardized

techniques where feasible and to

agreeing on the nature and implication of the
tion of

common and different approaches.

underlying assump-

Every effort should be

made now to dispose of the concerns of the scientists on one side
with the

approaches of

the scientists of the other.

of course, legitimate reasons to approach a common
different

methodologies,

but

problem using

frequently these differences boil

down to personal gratification.

We

have

a

arguments

over

data bases and

without

methods.

Force the scientists to butt heads and deal

confrontation (or

rather than
subtly

to

will

problems

differences now

returning

There are,

plethora of

with these

after they become a major basis for

poison

conclusions

based

on slanted

information).
Much of the concern over the ability of each side to perform
with respect to
addressed by
on research

management

regimes,

regulations,

etc.

can be

improving communications, data bases and agreements
methods.

However, the
4

broader concerns

as to how

~.

well the parties will honor the commitment to optimize production
require special attention.
Treaty, assuming

Most of the user groups supported the

that there would be more rational and equitable

fishing activities and, more
fish would

be available

importantly,

to all

that

user groups.

eventually more
Many of you will

recall that the qoal of more fish was frequently met
cial and

sports fishermen

as well

as Indian tribes) with skep-

ticism and claims of "paper fish."

If

the Treaty

more

of

harvest

than

divide

current

levels

countries, it will be seen as a failure
truly.

Thus

the

Commission's focus.
can follow
later.

issue

between the two

by many--including yours

of increased productivity needs the

I would agree that there

Nevertheless, the longer we

are many

paths we

procrastinate on formulating

to meet this goal, the more ammunition we will

provide those who would like to

scuttle the Treaty.

This leads me to the matter of national

funding of programs

required to meet the Commission's objectives.
national sections are currently
research

priorities

certainly an important task.
is whether

does nothing

to attaining this goal and will comment on such paths

specific programs

lishing

(by commer-

or not

The Commission and

addressing the
to

cope

with

issues of establimited

funding--

Perhaps, however, a greater concern

there will

be adequate funds,

thoughtcout research programs), to carry

out the

(even for well
Treaty obliga-

tions.
The

Commissioners

national austerity

should

avoid

programs--there
5

becoming the guardians of

will

be

enough bureaucrats

-".

around

to

carry

that

message.

themselves with insuring that
understand the

Rather,

the

respective

funding requirements

vat ion ana production commitments
In

this

sense,

a

full

requirements--either
benefits

resulting

needed to

governments fully
meet the conser-

subscribed to

by the parties.

scoping of the longer term
or

natural
from

they should concern

such

potential

funding should be undertaken.
in

the

current

I

doubt there is

enough

concerned with

the PSC to fully meet Treaty obligations and thus

reap the benefits of

money

artificial--and

enhanc~ment

increased production

national budgets

and the

vital public

wonder if.

the issue of

support that would follow.
All this,

obviously, leads

research priorities will ever

you to

be

Yes,

addressed.

it follows

below.
First

let

me

address

the

subject

of

structure in terms of facilitating information
views on

research and

of the Commission.

the

Commission's

flow, formulating

information needs and monitoring progress

In order

to be

responsive to

technical and

administrative requirements, a host of committees, subcommittees,
working groups, etc. have been established.
direct linkage to the Commission.
Commissioners very difficult.

Most seem to

have a

This will make the work of the

It will

also insure

the rise of

independent fiefdoms among the technical groups--a bad management
concept.

The technical committees should

R&S Committee.

Reports

and findings

be responsible

to the

of the various committees

should be submitted to the panels and Commissions unedited by the
6

R&S

Committee

but

the

latter

should

provide

advice

to the

Commission and work with other committees to develop overviews on
research

and

technical

needs

of the Commission and to suggest

broader based technical cooperation

u.s.

scientists of
~idance

and

Canada.

to the technical

and interfacing

between the

Finally, the R&S should provide

committees

on

use

of

common termi-

nology, report formatting, reporting procedures, etc.
In regard

to research

projects, I

between short and long-term

shall not differentiate

research needs

which, for

the most

part, are not mutually exclusive.
From both

an historical

and contemporary

view "run recon-

struction" constitutes the most important research activity which
must be

addressed by

the Commission.

This, of course, circum-

scribes a host of activities including identifying the
catches,

quantifying

catches

mortalities throughout a

and

run's

escapement,

history.

and

Current

origin of
allocating
efforts are

strongly focused on stock identification of catches and fisheries
monitoring.
be given

At the other end of the spectrum, more effort should

to evaluating the myriad of procedures for counting and

estimating spawning escapement and

to

developing

more reliable

escapement counts.
The stock identification work is currently being planned for
a number

of

continue to

species

and

support these

should be given to

sorting

localities.
efforts.
out

7

Commission should

Special attention, however,

problems

salmon along the two boundary areas.

The

associated

with coho

In

addition

to

catch

and escapement enumeration, another

aspect of run reconstruction is the incidental mortality associated with

fishing.

sial issue.

This has and will continue to be a controver-

Give this topic high priority.

Within the Fraser River system a
with

respect

to

stock

identification

crucial issue will be

getting a

and timing

reflect annual

terns.

which may

Inability to

migratory patterns

goals.

associated with

but

problems remain

probably

better handle

cope with

the most

on run diversion

changes in behavioral pat-

annual and

cyclic variations in

and the timing of runs will make it difficult

to carry out the annual
escapement

number of

national

Continued

catch

allocations

efforts

changing availability

to

sort

of runs

out

or achieve
problems

need the Commis-

sion's attention.
Planning for

increased production should begin immediately.

The following actions seem
mation system
enhancement

1)

desirable.

and performance
activities.

Establish an infor-

evaluation for hatchery and other
Examine

2)

potentials for increased production.

and

catalog

national

3) Establish a mechanism to

jointly consider enhancement options and the international implications of

most likely

enhancement projects.

depth Commission report setting

out

options

4) Develop an inand

the potential

benefits of expanded production versus costs.
Finally, I

would urge

more time developing the

that the

models for

8

national sections dedicate
stock recruitment relation-

ship

and

resource

forecasting.

Joint and cooperative efforts

should be promoted.
In closing, I would urge again that the
and expano

Commission continue

its early efforts to bring together the scientists of

the two parties in

order to

the

base,

fishery

data

jointly explore

developing

common

means of improving
methodologies

promoting joint and cooperative research efforts.
talents

and

developing

scientists will
short and

of

enhance the

long-term goals

common

The pooling of

among

the various

Commissioners' ability

to meet its

and the

mental support for its work.

9

respect

and

level of

public and govern-

~
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1.0 BACKGROUND
At

its

18-19,

September

Statistics Committee of the
the main

1986

Pacific

consultants' report

meeting,

the Research and

Salmon

Commission reviewed

and indicated

a desire for a more

specific appraisal of research requirements than
for in

the Statement

of Work

held in Seattle on July 11).
this

request

provides

(as amplified through discussions
Appendix 3, prepared in response to

an

overview

(D.L. Alverson) view of priority
conduct

of

research

had been called

related

of one of the consultant's

concerns
to

with

the Treaty.

respect

to the

Both consultants

subscribe to the views expressed in Dr. Alverson's presentation.
The present appendix expresses

the author's

(M.P. Shepard)

views on the intent of the Parties with respect to the objectives
of the Treaty and
conduct of

on

the

most

research aimed

possible, attempts have
information and

appropriate

at achieving those objectives.

been

made

views developed

appendix,

ideas

or

to

minimize

in the

less, for the sake of continuity,
present

approaches

in a

suggestions

Where

duplication of

main report.
number of

to the

Neverthe-

places in the

contained in the main

report have been re-introduced.
2. CONSULTANTS' APPROACH
The consultant understands that
present study

is to

assist

the

prime

purpose

of the

in the initiation of a process for
1

establishing a long-term research
discussions

with

members

of

plan for

the

the Commission.

In

Research and Statistics Com-

mittee, some expressed the hope that a draft "blueprint" could be
~

prepared

outlining

the

consultants'

views on what a long-term

research program should contain.
In the course of their month-long
pants in

discussions with partici-

PSC, the consultants came to the conclusion that it was

premature to attempt to develop a scientific blueprint.

The two

principal reasons for this view were that:
•

Research

in

support

of

the

Treaty is being done in a

piece-meal fashion (by species and by geographic area).
no comprehensive

There is

picture of the issues tmvards which research is

being addressed and no comprehensive appraisal of the adequacy of
the

programs.

Such

an appraisal would require much intensive

work on the part of techical specialists of the two countries; it
certainly could

not be

accomplished within the framework of the

present short review .
• Present efforts within the Commission (both administrative
and

technical)

are

oevoted

largely

negotiation of short-term fishing plans.
little work

done to

to the implementation and
As yet

there has been

articulate longer-term objectives.

knowing ,the aspirations of the Parties with respect
term implementation

of the

Without

to the long-

Treaty, it is oifficult to determine

what long-term research is required.
On the basis of
that,

rather

than

these conclusions,
attempting

to
2

the consultant believes

develop

a

list of specific

research activities
program,

the

that

first

would

step

make

would

up

a

long-term research

be to set in motion activities

within the-Commission which would:
•

-

Consolidate

Commission to

activities

research-oriented

facilitate an

within

the

a cross-species, cross-area, cross-

committee review of present research activities.
•

review

Comprehensively

current

problems

facing

the

Commission, characterize research required to solve the problems,
determine

the

adequacy

of

present

information

and

indicate

further work required.
• Begin
an array of

an cooperative
long-term

effort to conceptualize and develop

options

for

future

development

of the

salmon resources relevant to the Treaty.
On the

basis of

such reviews, technical specialists within

the Commission would then be
research

questions

that

in

a

would

have

existing short-term problems and
examination of

position
to

to lay

long-term options

to

be

articulate the

answered to solve

the basis

and for

for critical

practical planning of

those selected for implementation by the Parties.
The

concluding

consultants'

views

Before ,providing
propriate

to

sections
on

such

outline

the

of

this

review

comments,

provide

appendix

activities
however,

it

the

outlined above.
would

seem ap-

some general perceptions regarding evolu-

tionary patterns in North American

salmon

general question of research emphasis.

3

research

and

on the

--=.

3. PATTERNS OF RESEARCH
When working

actively in

view research activity as

.

process

following

a

a

the field, there is a tendency to
rather

single

tends to progress in

a

stable

path.

or

slowly evolving

In fact, research activity

discontinuous

way,

with

rather sudden

changes of emphasis taking place from time to time in response to
external demands.
perhaps

useful

In planning research in the
to

consider

occurred in the past as a

patterns

guide

to

of

what

long term,

it is

activities that have
might

happen

in the

future.
North American
more or less
support the

research on

parallel

Pacific salmon has followed two

courses.

The

first

involves

work to

development of enhancement technology and the second

studies of the fisheries themselves and
of environmental

factors on

their effects

salmon production.

and those

Technical work

supporting enhancement began early (with the establishment of the
first

Pacific

coast

second decade of
second

the

mainstream,

hatchery

in

twentieth
fisheries

century
and

earnest.

It is curious that, to a

the

fields

two

schism
research

has

has

created

programs

proceeded
serious
and

in

1870).

4

research

considerable extent,

difficulties

management regimes.

that

on the

the natural stocks, began in

virtually

tho

It was not until the

work in

independently.
in

development

the
of

conduct

This
of

comprehensive

3.1

Enhancement technology
Whereas the

of

enhancement

Treaty is
activity

very much concerned with the results
(including

the

anticipation

of what
~.

enhancement

projects

will

produce

in

the

future),

concerned with the development of technology
enhancement techniques)
remains the preserve
present report

per se.

of

the

will not

questions

in

the

field

Parties.

out that
with

projects with

underlines the

fact

failure of

that

For

there are
to

a number

of high production

influencing

are still

many unresolved

failure of

long histories

enhancement projects

reason, the

cost effectiveness,

The recent

factors

this

the technological aspects of

respect

controlability and reliability.
of enhancement

(the development of

Such technological development

deal with

enhancement except to ooint

it is not

the

success or

not well understood.

Such uncertainty has important implications for implementation of
the Treaty

and would

invite cooperative efforts by the Parties,

within or without the Commission

push

knowledge

forward in

In this regard, as outlined in the main report,

this field.

..

to

it would seem desirable to use the umbrella of the commis-

sion to foster cooperative
countries
develop

to

~ew

improve

work between

existing

specialists in

the two

enhancement technologies and to

ones."

Whereas the study of

enhancement technology

is not

in the

direct line of the Treaty's activities, the impact of technically
successful enhancement on fisheries is a
tance to

matter of

the Parties in implementing the agreement.
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great imporIndeed, the

Treaty places specific requirements
to

the

planning,

conduct

enhancement-activities.

and

Work

on the

Parties with respect

assessment

to

assess

of

the

results of

enhancement activities
~.

~

(e.g. CWT

programs) is

also a major contributor to knowledge of

migrations and exploration rates, a field of vital importance for
implementation

of

the

Treaty.

Identification of enhancement

opportunities (inventories) will
indicative

planning.

All

play

these

related to fisheries management
cussed

along

with

the

a

in

role

in future

activities are intrinsically

issues

latter

major

and

are

therefore dis-

succeeding sections of this

appendix.
3.2

Research on Fisheries and Natural Stocks
The main field of research of relevance to the Treaty is the

study of

the fisheries

affecting them.
beginning in
basic work

To

themselves and

date there

earnest in
on

life

have been

the second

history

on environmental factors

(e.g.

four general phases,

decade of
studies

the century with
of

size

and age,

survival rates at different stages and on the effects of environment factors on survival).
affecting the
sea.

These studies concentrated on factors

productivity of

salmon both

This stage lasted into the 1960s.

of salmon

began to

Since

then the emphasis

research has switched from studies of basic production

factors to more
World War

in freshwater and at

fishery

management

oriented

activity.

After

II, intensification and spread of the salmon fisheries
cause

gathering and

concern,
research in

ushering

in

a

stage

of information

support of the development of manage6

ment principles.
in the

This phase which

1940s was

began on

characterized by

eries (the -development

of

a substantial scale

improved monitoring of fish-

comprehensive

fisheries statistical
~.

~

systems),
systems

development
for

fisheries

Management systems

the

Fraser

stock

and

regulations

recruitment theory and of
to

control

exploitation.

were developed in a number of areas, the most

notable of which was
in

of

international control

River

Convention

Area.

of sockeye fisheries
The intensification of

mixed stock fisheries in the late 1950s through the 1970s created
a need

for the

third phase--studies of migrations.

Information

on migratory patterns, derived from marine tagging and studies of
distinctive scale,

meristic, morphometric, parasite, and protein

chemistry characteristics was required
more attempts

to develop

The actual

primitive and,

widespread and intensive

management measures

lacking institutional

between jurisdictions

the basis for

more comprehensive management programs

to protect the stocks from increasingly
fishing.

to provide

employed tended to be

frameworks for cooperation

(Canada/United States,

hetween States and

between State and Federal agencies), were often ineffective.
development of

The

new arrangements through the FCMA and the Pacific

Salmon Treaty have provided improved pathways for cooperation and
opportun~ties

management.
fourth and

develop

to
In

the

1980s

most recent

ment of comprehensive
development

of

models

more

comprehensive

these

developments

approaches
ushered

to

in the

stage of research activity--the developmanagement
to

assess
7

systems

characterized

by the

the consequences of applying

alternative

regulatory

strengths, the
performance~

measures

development of

and

of

changes

in

stock

index systems for measuring stock

etc .

.

Activities characterized

as

the

third

and

fourth stqges

above (migrations and management systems) presently represent the
principal

research

activities

of

technical

staffs

countries involved in implementation of the Treaty.
however,

that

presage

the

develop

an

this

represents

beginning
improved

of

a

a

stabilizing

of

both

It is hoped,

phase

that can

fifth stage involving research to

understanding

of

factors

affecting

the

productivity of the resource, essentially a return to the type of
work carried out during Phase 1.
if

the

full

potential

of

Such information will be needed

the

Treaty

resource base and for improving its

for

strengthening the

utilization for

the benefit

of fishermen in both countries is to be achieved.
4.
It is

the consultants'

the Treaty

is

Dealing with

contained

as to
tion."

.....

view that

in

salmon stocks

of fishing by both sides,
Party "

RESEARCH EMPHASIS
the central objective of

subparagraph

la

of

Article III.

susceptible to fishing or to effects
the

subparagraph

requires

that each

conduct its fisheries and its enhancement programs so
prevent overfishing
The

parallel

and

for

optimum produc-

subparagraph .lb, which requires that the

activities of the two countries "
receive benefits

provide

equivalent to

provides for
the production

each Party to

of salmon origi-

nating in its waters •.. " represents a ground rule or a constraint
8

that prescribes

the method

of sharing

that the

two sides will

apply when working towards the principal goal of "optimizing" (in
most cases meaning increasing) production.

-..

.

Consistent with
graph, the
Treaty

the view

consultant believes

should

emphasize

concentrate on

the foregoing para-

that research

efforts under the

positive measures to "optimize" (i.e.,

increase) salmon production in
than to

expressed in

a mutually

beneficial way rather

work to identify the national origins of

salmon in order buttress national scorecards aimed at quantifying
estimates

of

who

is

"ahead" or "behind" in achieving benefits

from interceptions of the other country's salmon resources.
This does not mean that
benefits or

of ensuring

the

achievement

of

a

balance of

that future changes in fishing patterns

or fish production are carried out in an equitable manner are not
important.

Indeed, the

Treaty cannot work unless its implemen-

tation can be viewed as just and fair by both Parties, i.e., that
there is equity.

The reason the consultant believes it appropri-

ate to downplay the equity question at this stage of the Treaty's
implementation, at

least from a technical point of view,

research aimed at improving management requires much of
information that

the same

is required to identify the national origins of

salmon fo.r purposes of
results accrue

is that

determining balances.

As

more and more

from studies of stock production, evidence of the

extent of interceptions will grow in an incidental way, providing
a continuously improving background for the countries to consider
equity problems.
9

In any

event,

biological one.

the

Even

question
if the

of

equity

is

Parties agreed

not

completely on the

quantities of salmon being intercepted on both sides,
still

have

to

"benefits."
common

transform

As was

such

to

valuation

negotiations, differences in the
social

values

of

the

by

vain

of

interceptions

of

benefits

industries

decisions

received.

regarding

attempts

interests and

to develop
during

the

the economic and

of the two countries make it

extremely difficult to move from quantities
values

they would

quantities into measurements of

demonstrated

approaches

simply a

In

subparagraph

the

of fish

to weighted

end, the Commission's

III.l.b

will

be

based

on

practical negotiations.
For

this

reason

the

efforts to develop means
economic or

consultant

of weighing

believes

that technical

interceptions in

terms of

social values (in order to provide specific measures

of "benefits," pursuant to paragraph II.l.b are unlikely
to the

development of

agreed standards

would therefore probably represent a
technical

resources.

In

the

to lead

between the Parties and

waste

long-term,

of

time

research

and scarce
aimed

at

improving the basis for cooperative management and development of
fisheries in

both the short and the long term should be accorded

the highest priority.
5.

REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF
SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE

As indicated
consultant believes

in

the
that it

introduction
is premature
10

to

this

Appendix, the

for the Commission to

embark upon the development of a

detailed long-term

plan before

appraising the present status of the Commission's program and the
research that is being conducted

in

support

of

it

and before
~.

setting

in

motion

steps

to establish long-term objectives for

management and development programs on both sides.
a

two

pronged

approach

of

comprehensive

To these ends

assessment

of

the

existing situation coupled with the initiation of work to examine
development scenarious

is suggested.

To facilitate the former,

improvements in the institutional structure for
research within

the Commission

consideration of

would be desirable.

section addresses the processes

needed to

carry out

The present
the recom-

mended reviews.
5.1

Institutional Arrangements
As reflected

in Tables 1-4 of the main consultants

it is apparent that the information
scope

and

complexity

Treaty and its
systematic
reviewing

and,

associated

fashion.
research

report,

immense in

arising from different parts of the
documents,

The
on

requirements are

I

are

not

organized

in a

need to provide some framework for

progress

and

for

future

planning was

undoubtedly a major reason for launching the present consultancy.
The Commission and national
work to

support the

difficult during
question

of

requirements.
the

the

ordering

for organizing

Commission's program has found it extremely
critical
and

As pointed

Commission's

agencies responsible

start-up

phase

to

address the

prioritizing the diverse information
out in

committee

and
11

the main

consultants

I

report,

working group framework is not

well structured to make

consolidated

structured participation

appraisals

of specialists

dealing with particular

aspects of treaty implementation) of the
being

conducted

under

the

Treaty's

immense amount
auspices.

strongly believes that better appraisal and
depends to

a considerable

of work

The consultant

planning of research

extent on improving the institutional
In this

arrangements for consideration of research.
suggestion in

(involving the

regard, the

the main consultants' report is reiterated, namely

that:
" .•. representatives of

technical committees

••. partici-

pate with the Research and Statistics Committee in preparing
a review

of

current

research

results

in

assessments of

future needs."
As

experience

is

gained,

consideration might be given to

making more formal arrangements for structuring
erations within

the Commission so that the work of the Technical

Committees is more closely integrated than
and Statistics

research consid-

that of

the Research

Essentially, the consultant believes

Committee.

that the Research and Statistics Committee should be the focus of
all

information

collection,

analysis

and

reporting

for

Commission and that the Technical Committees should operate
subsidiary role.

Technical Committees

Statistics

more

in a

At the same time it is recognized that there is

considerable value in maintaining the ready

be achieved, as

the

to the

suggested
of

a

Panels.
above,

"Committee
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accessibility of the

The necessary linkages can

by
of

making

the

Research and

the whole" with its main

participants being

representatives of

In this way, common approaches and
would involve
rather

appraisals of

programs, etc.

peer group review and the development of consensus

than

Statistics

the Technical Committees.

the

present

Committee

separately and

and

situation
the

potentially in

wherein

Technical

the

Research and

Committee can operate

competition without

a mandate to

develop common opinions.
5.2

Review of Current Issues and Research
As

outlined

consultant
quotation

in

believes
above

the
that

is

a

introduction
the

to

appraisal

prerequisite

this

appendix, the

referred

to

in

the

for the development of any

future long-term research plan.

The appraisal should concentrate

on

issues raised by the Treaty, the

identifying

the

technical

research questions posed by these issues
programs being

used to

would be preferable to
consultants

believe

and the

answer such questions.
a project-by-project

is

being

considered

Statistics Committee, at least at the
ment of the Commission's program.
concentrate attention on what

approaches and
Such an approach

review such
by

as the

the Research and

present stage

of develop-

Such a review by project would

is being

done now

rather than on

what should be done.
The review

contemplated by the consultant

a characterization of the technical issues
Considering the

would begin with

posed by

the Treaty.

Treaty's objectives of ensuring adequate conser-

vation (preventing

overfishing

and

equitable sharing,

the first issue is to determine the magnitude
13

optimizing

production) and

~.

and extent of exploitation of
natural and

stocks

or

stock

complexes (both

enhanced) subject to provisions of the Treaty.

Such

determinations require information on:
• Distribution of the

stocks

(both

natural

and enhanced)

among fishing areas.
• Removals

in the

fisheries

(both

fish harvested and fish

killed incidentally and discarded or lost).
• Escapements to the spawning grounds.
When an appraisal has been made
potential problems
examined.

related to

In this regard,

of the

factual background,

conservation or to sharing can be

the

fishing· regimes

established in

Annex 4 (some to be renegotiated this year) were intended to move
towards meeting the objectives of

the

Treaty.

The

extent to

which they do so should be examined.
Both past and future fishing regimes depend on:
• Assessment
boundary stock

by the

state of origin (except for the Trans-

for which

there is

bilateral responsibility) of

escapement or haresting rate requirements.
•

Knowledge

of

the

potential

harvesting

capacity

of

fisheries.
foregoing,

• On the basis of the
removals

or

specifi~d

fisheries.

•

interceptions

In-season control

of

or

on
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decisions on total

allowable

fisher~es

limits.

agreed

to

harvest

rates in

maintain established

~.

All except

the third of the foregoing represent assessments

or actions of the state of origin or

the fishing

state.

Never-

theless, the setting of escapement targets and the development of
national fishing plans require
fidence

if

the

Treaty

the

is

development

of

to

be

implemented

Discussions within the Commission

of

such

mutual consuccessfully.

issues

is therefore

considered to be appropriate and necessary.
As

discussed

in

spectrum of information
implementation of
adequacy of
light

Section
is

4

of

required

fishing regimes.

information provision

technical

problems,

the
to

main report, a broad
support

The review should assess the
for these

e.g.

the practical

problems

purposes and highin

protecting small

stocks which are fished along with large stocks.
Separate reviews should be completed for each of the sets of
stocks given

separate treatment

in Annex 4 (i.e. Transboundary,

Northern Boundary, chinook, coho and southern chums).
Finally, the coverage of
renewed

in

a

consolidated

the individual

sections should be

way to identify common problems and

opportunities for cross species/area/committee cooperation.

Such

cooperation

with

would

seem

to

respect to teh development

be

particularly

of analytical

appropriate

techniques (e.g. stock

ID and modeling).
Most of

the elements listed above were covered in Section 4

of the main report.

The following sections

mentary views on the issues.
5.2.2.

Information on origins
15

provide some supple-

~.

The

first

information on

issue

mentioned

the origins

and information

above

of salmon

was

the development of

in intercepting fisheries

on the timing and routes of migration of salmon.

Studies QD migrations and stocks have been the principal field of research that has occupied technical specialists of the two sides
in

recent

years.

During

the

consultants'

interviews

with

officials in both countries effective planning of research in the
stock ID field represented
question is

the degree

determined

and

increasing

importance

a major

to which

monitored.

concern.

the

of the

interceptions of salmon can be

Such

as

The focus

information

Parties

begin

is

becoming of

to negotiate new

fishing regimes for a number of fisheries.
Stocks subject to the Treaty are defined as those subject to
interception

or

which

other country or which
country.

affect

countries

the

regularly

management of stocks in the

biologically affect

Beginning in

negotiation of

the

the early

Treaty,

1970s, as

technical

summarized

their

best

two

sides

frequently

differed

1979 season.

of

appraisals

the two
of the

The interpretations of

and

recorded in the reports of the specialists.
covered the

the other

background for the

specialists

extent of interceptions in the fisheries.
the

stocks of

such differences were
The last such report

Most of the technical analyses for the

summaries were carried out in the early 1970s and for

the latter

part of the decade, the reports just used percentage interception
figures from the earlier work.
to take

into account

Time and effort was not available

considerable new
16

information that came to

light after

the mid 1970s.

Thus the data for the later years of

the reports were clearly out of date.
Despite

their

reports" provided

shortcomings,
a most

the

1970-1978

useful background

for the negotiating

teams of the two sides, particularly in proving
the relative

importance of

"interception

a perspective of

individual fisheries from the inter-

ception point of view.
Preparation of such reports covering recent years would seem
to

be

most

useful

for

funding agencies with a
quantities of

providing

the Commission and national

weighted picture

(at least

in terms of

fish) of the extent of interceptions (an important

consideration in assigning
ferences between

priorities),

specialists of

tation of the data.

For

and

the two

of

remaining dif-

countries in interpre-

maximum utility

such tabular material

would have to be buttressed by a description of the methodologies
used to
latter

derive estimates
again

should

and on

permit

their confidence

focusing

attention

limits.
on

The

remaining

problem areas as background for priority decisions.
Such a report would
review

of

stock

ID

provide

a

technology

useful

background

for the

proposed by the consultants in

Section 4.1.2 of the main report.
5.2.2

Escapements

As will be
abundance

of

discussed
spawners

is

later,
a

key

improved

information

element in developing better

understandings of factors affecting long-term productivity.
in

the

short-term,

however,

escapement
17

on the

data

are

Even

extremely

important:

the principal

through the

Treaty is

Th~re

ments.
estimate

or

are

objective of

fishing plans developed

the provision of target levels of escape-

great

differences

in

methodologies

used to
~

to index escapements in different areas, which makes

it extremely difficult to make comparisons and to link activities
in the different areas within cooperative programs.

As time goes

by the importance of escapement data will increase.
The overall review would look at
made of

escapement information

the particular

within the Treaty.

however, there would seem to be an additional
agencies

in

both

countries

to

work

consistent techniques for estimating

to

uses being
In addition,

need for technical
develop

comparable,

escapements.

The develop-

ment of new technology may be required.
Considering the expense of escapement estimating techniques,
the use of approaches involving indexing of stocks
hold considerable

promise.

would seem to

This is discussed in more detail in

the section dealing with analytical techniques below.
5.2.3

Forecasting

In the main report, information on
ity,

variability

in

migration

environmental availabil-

patterns

and environmental and

behavioral effects on fishing were discussed.

All

of these are

of greatest importance with respect to forecasting.
The main purpose of forecasting is to facilitate the control
of fishing:

unexpected

variations

in

abundance

or migration

paths can lead to mistakes in regulations which can, in turn lead
to failure to achieve

Whereas

targets.

18

preseason forecasting

work

is

useful,

it

would

seem

that

information can be even more important.

in-season

anticipatory

The use of

test fishing

(particu lar ly ahead of fisheries) would seem to hold considerable

.

4:.

-

promise and has the advantage of
its

own

costs

through

disciplined scientific
indexing methods.

sale

being able
of

work has

There

its

to support

catch.

been done

part of

However, little

to develop in-season

would seem to be considerable value in

examining possible cooperative work in this field.
5.2.4
The
Parties

Enhancement
Treaty

calls

regarding

for

regular

ongoing

and

planned

Little such consultation has as yet
part, the

situation existing

ment activities tend to

consultation

between

enhancement

taken place,

the

projects.

reflecting, in

in both countries wherein enhance-

be conducted

relatively separately from

fisheries management activities (the principal short-term concern
of the Treaty).
Long-term cooperation in research related to
discussed

in

the

section

respect to the short-term,
an immensely

exploitation of
was

coded-wire

were

With

operations play

not

tagging

of

hatchery out-

the main tool for tracing the migrations and
During

chinook stocks.
learned,

however,

that

gathered in the course of enhancement
ities

planning below.

however, enhancement

Extensive

migrants represents

it

long-term

important part in research regarding migrations and

harvest rates.

views

on

enhancement is

conducted

in

the consultants interin

many instances data

and associated

CWT activ-

a manner that would make them of
19

maximum

usefulness

Obviously

closer

for

migration

coordination

enhancemenc appraisals

and

and

between

for

exploitation
technical

Treaty

studies.

planning for

implementation

will be

required.
5.2.5
The

Development of analytical techniques
foregoing

sections

have dealt with factual background

material required to examine the technical questions posed by the
Treaty.

To

apply

such information to answering the questions

requires the development of
nical committees

analytical systems.

use modelling

quences of varying strengths
Some

of

the

systems

interactions between

are
many

Use

relatively simple.

All

the tech-

techniques to explore the conse-

of stocks,
very

fishing pressures, etc.

complex,

fisheries

and

taking

into account

stocks.

Others are

of the models requires many assumptions

and the conclusions that may be

drawn from

them are accordingly

subject to the errors surrounding the assumptions.
As

outlined

in

the

considerable virtue in
models

of

general

utility

between

sources

magnitudes

models

so

for

species
of

based on the models would be
such

that

report,

cooperative

interactions
and

main

the

there would seem to be

efforts
all

and

to

develop working

committees,

fisheries.

allowing for
Assessments of

errors involved in making estimates
an important

element in developing

reliability of estimates made can be

characterized and taken into account by users.
Implementation
monitoring

of

the

of

the

effects

Treaty

will

continuously

require

of fisheries regimes on the stocks.
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Considering the
fisheries for

complicated migration
stocks under

extremely-difficult.
indicator stocks
basis.

the study,

is being

information on

(and

harvest rates)

assuming

that

such

stocks

are

that

obtain

For maximum

carry out
1ishing

group

are

intended

information

represent.

cooperative development of the

be most

for individual

it will be necessary to

of hypotheses

particularly

to

stocks for

difficulties and great expense

with

involved in estabrespect to relating

findings for index stocks to other stocks within
stocks

of

collected effectively and

utility, however,

systems,

of

representative of other stocks

such

substantial testing
index

a

This approach seems to

the major

stocks.

of

can be

worthwhile considering
to

concep~

escapements and contributions to

within the same geographic area.

required

the

actively explored and used on a trial

fisheries

is

the job of monitoring is

To deal with the challenge,

This involves the selection

which intensive

patterns and interrelated

areas the index

Considerable attention to

index approach

would seem desir-

able.
5.2.6 Long-term studies of productivity
The

foregoing

sections

have dealt mainly with information

requirements to meet the very specific
the

Treaty

associated

with

the

short-term commitments of

design

and conduct of annual

fishing plans.
As pointed out in
anticipation

of

the main

fishing

consultants' report,

communities

countries

that

implementation of the Treaty will, in the long term, result

in a

21

in

both

it is the

substantial increase in the quantities of salmon available to the
fleets.

Although present short-term fishing

within

them

aimed

at

improving

the

plans have elements

condition

of the stocks

(particularly the chinook rebuilding program), they are not longrange

and

do

not

purport

to

be

directed

towards achieving

substantial increases in production.
In the main, the Treaty leaves

management decisions regard-

ing establishment of escapement targets and decisions on enhancement projects to
straints of

the

Article III).

future management and
required to
purely

themselves

For

(subject

that

of

the re-

this reasons the development of

enhancement

strategies

and

concern.
because

of

The
the

consultant

the research

strongly believes,

inter-relationships between the

stocks and the fisheries of the two countries and of
bility

to

support them might be viewed to be mainly matters of

national

however,

Parties

harnessing

the

the desira-

combined technical skills of the two

countries, it will be essential for

the Parties

in studies

resources, in setting future

of productivity

of the

to work closely

production targets and in devising plans for the rational harvest
of such production.
As outlined in the main report (which will not be treated in
greater 4etail here), work that

may

be

required

would include

development of:
•

Improved

understandings

of

escapements and resultant production;
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the

relationships

between

•
the

Improved understandings of

freshwater

and

marine

the productive

environments

limitations of

and of the effects of

environmental factors on production;
• Better

understandings

of

the

productive

potential and

economics of alternative enhancement technologies.
As outlined in Section 4.2 of the main report, it would seem
appropriate for technical specialists
begin a
the

dialogue on

abundance

measures

to

of

of

the

two

the state of knowledge of factors affecting
salmon

increase

as

background

production.

for

possible

Examination

recruitment relationship would be a key focus for
ations.

•

future

of the stocksuch consider-

The main report indicates that studies of historic catch

statistics could provide valuable
ships.

countries to

into

such relation-

Many other open questions exist, however.

These include:

Whether

or

not

insights

stock/recruitment

constant or whether they vary depending on the
the resource

relationships

are

current status of

(do optimum escapement levels change as populations

are rebuilt from depressed levels?).
•

Inter

and

intra-specific

competition

or

other related

factors which leading to brood year variations of a cyclic nature
or which possible lead
some

areas

and

to suppression

burgeoning

of production

of runs to

production in others (the continued

depressed condition of U.S.S.R. chum salmon in the

face of great

increases in Japanese production could be a case in point).
With certain exceptions, it has been many years (essentially
since the first phase described in Section 3 above) that research
23

in either

country has focused on such fundamental considerations

related to the productivity of the
to be

an }mportant

titioning

the

need to

life

affecting survival

history

resources.

again launch
of

salmon

cation of

studies aimed at parand

and growth at each stage.

technology has developed greatly in

the

There would seem

examining factors
Fisheries research

last

15

years; appli-

new techniques (e.g. for detecting and capturing fish,

for ageing fish and for
give modern

analyzing

investigators major

and

data) should

advantages over their predeces-

sors conducting most of their studies
consultations on

processing

several decades

ago.

The

the existing state of knowledge of productivity

proposed above should provide

useful guidance

for both national

and cooperative research programs in this field.
5.3

Development of Long-Term Scenarios
To provide

a framework for longer-term research, there is a

need for the Commission to establish a focus for consideration of
possible long-term

changes in stock composition and in fisheries

as the result of management or enhancement activities that may be
undertaken by

the Parties in the future.

As outlined above, one

of the major benefits envisaged by the Parties
Treaty

was

the

ability

to

increase

assurance that the benefits would
The sockeye

stocks of

involving

certain

accrue

to

the

from the

stocks with the
host country.

the Fraser and the chinooks of Washington

and Oregon are the most prominent
objectives

to flow

major

examples.

changes
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The achievement of

in stocks and/or fisheries

will require the greatest care in planning.

Such planning should

begin now.
On

the

that the
group

basis

of

Commission

to

begin

increases in

to

the foregoing,

establish
develop

production.

long-term

scenarios

Such a

appropriate technical experts.
• Review

a

the consultant recommends
policy development

for

possible long-term

group should

be supported by

Initially the group might:

aspirations of both Parties for possible long-term

resource

developments

improved

management

(to
or

be

brought

through

about

either

enhancement)

or

through

changes

in

fisheries;
•

Determine

respect to

the

consequences

of

such

developments with

increased production, availability of fish in fishing

areas of both countries and the impact of fishing regimes;
•

Identify information needed

to make

more precise evalua-

tions of the potential productivity of the resources and of their
utilization.
It is evident that, in its initial stages at least
of such

a group

would have

to be

informal; in the interest of

encouraging freewheeling consideration of
scenarios considered

by the

the work

possible developments,

group would not necessarily have to

represent official submissions by either side.
The deliberations

of this

group should

provide a fruitful

basis for planning of long-term research by the Parties both on a
national

basis

and

Statistics Committee.

cooperatively
The

through

the

Research

and

group's work should bring into sharp
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focus gaps in knowledge that will have to be filled
term aspirations
expected

t~at

of the Parties are to be realized.

the

concerning the

if the long-

group

would

efficacy of

ask

some

It would be

fundamental questions

enhancement techniques

biological and an economic point of view) and

bo~h

(from

a

concerning factors

limiting productivity.
The Research

and Statistics Committee could appoint its own

long-term planning group to work

with

the

broader

group

in a

complementary manner.
5.4

Doubt and Certainty in Science
In

almost

any

fisheries community dealing with management

issues, scientists are asked
information to

provide

an

immense

amount of

managers and to private sector advisors.

the information
tenuous.

to

is

based

on

assumptions,

many

of

Much of
which are

There is usually a wide range of error associated with

estimates (e.g. optimum

escapements

or

predicted

abundance of

returning runs).
Practical managers would usually prefer not to consider such
ranges of error, wanting "the
decisions.

number"

Scientists usually

critized and

which

attempt to comply.

events produce results differing
are often

on

from

"the

to

base their
However when

number," scientists

doubt is cast on the usefulness of their

work.
The
provides
between

Commission
an

with

excellent

scientists,

its

Panel

and

Committee

structure

opportunity

for

fruitful

interactions

administrators

and

resource

users.
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To

develop mutual

confidence there

would seem to be a need for all

to develop a common understanding of the variability
o~

ability

undependability

scientific efforts should be

of

information.

expended

to

and depend-

To this end more

develop

estimates of

error around numbers provided as a basis for management decisions
(the Data Sharing Committee is addressing this question)
managers and

and the

private sector participants should be more prepared

to accept "soft" quantifications

with understandings

estimate is

In this way, rigid formulations

subject to

error.

(such as those involved
annual performance

in

present

under fishing

programs

regimes) would

more flexibility than at present.
priate if

rebuilding

Indeed, it

that every

or in

be viewed with

would seem appro-

the Commission were to address the question of forming

future regimes in more flexible terms

(i.e. with

allowances for

error) than has been the case in the past.
6.
•

At

the

Commission are
mittees.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

present
focused

time,
in

research

numerous

activities

individual

under

the

technical com-

There is no overall outline of the research issues that

are being addressed and

no

comprehensive

cross-species, cross-

area, cross-committee, review of the adequacy of present research
efforts:
• The

Commission

objectives for

has

not

established

specific long-term

its activities and most effort within the Commis-

sion has been directed to the ad hoc
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job of

implementing annual

fishing

regimes

and

in

preparing

to negotiate new short-term

arrangements.
• Under such circumstances

it

is

premature

to

develop a

specific long-term plan for research.
• Instead, it is recommended that the Commission undertake a
two-pronged approach to lay the groundwork for long-term planning
involving:
• Undertaking

of a review summarizing available information

of the distribution of stocks among fishing areas,

the extent of

removals and the abundance of escapements; such information to be
related to
the

the short-term

elaboration

and

requirements of

implementation of

the Treaty regarding

fishing and enhancement

plans.
•

Initiation of cooperative

for future

long-term management

assess the implication

of

such

work to

develop a

list option

and development programs and to
programs

with

respect

to the

Treaty.
• On

the basis of information from the foregoing, long-term

research questions can be identified and a development

of a plan

initiated.
• Studies
are only

of factors influencing the productivity of salmon

of limited

both Parties

direct relevance

require a

to the

better knowledge

Treaty.

However,

base in order to bring

about improved management and development and cooperative efforts
in

this

direction,

under

the auspices of the Commission would

seem most desirable.
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